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Kingdom of Heaven
THe CRusadeR sTaTes 1097-1291

Rules of Play

1. inTRoduCTion

Kingdom of Heaven is a two-player game based on the wars be-
tween Christian, Muslim, and Pagan powers for possession of the 
Holy Land. For convenience, one player is termed the Christian 
Player and the other is the Muslim Player.

2. game ComPonenTs

2.1 invenToRy

A complete game of Kingdom of Heaven includes a 22”x34” game 
map, this rule book, a scenario book, two player aid cards, 110 
cards (divided into a basic deck of 60 cards and 50 scenario cards), 
and three counter sheets with a total of 528 counters.

2.2 maP 

The map represents the geography of the Eastern Mediterranean 
during the period covered by the game. The map is divided into 
spaces connected by lines to regulate movement. A square space 
represents a walled city. All other spaces are circular. Jerusalem is a 
special case: It is a walled city in Scenarios A-D, and a regular space 
in scenarios E-J. Some spaces are ports; these are represented by 
a blue outline. Certain spaces are inhospitable to armies and are 
marked by a sun or mountain symbol to indicate they are harsh ter-
rain (the two symbols have identical game effects). 

Connections between spaces represented by three parallel lines 
are mountain passes, which inhibit movement and retreat. Move-
ment via the connections running between Bosra, al-Azraq, Wadi 
al-Hasa, and Negev is allowed only upon the play of a card with an 
operations value of three.

The spaces on the map are grouped together into provinces. Each 
province is demarcated by an orange line, the ocean, and/or the 
edge of the map. Each province has a capital except for the King-
dom of Jerusalem which has two (Acre and Jerusalem). The capital 
of a province has its name in red and larger type than other spaces.

The faint blue outline running from Minya in Egypt to the Medi-
terranean indicates the course of the Nile river and its branches. 
The only game effect of this representation is that spaces crossed by 
the Nile River are vulnerable to the Late Nile Floods card used in 
Scenario E (see scenario book). 

In addition to the above, there are three boxes that represent large 
off-map regions. These are Constantinople, the Mediterranean, and 
Mosul. Such boxes are treated differently from other spaces in ways 
that will be explained below.

2.3 THe Playing PieCes

Units: Each playing piece with a picture of a soldier on it represents 
a body of troops. The nationality of a unit is indicated by the crest 
on the counter. Each unit has a religion, indicated by the color of 
the counter background and a corresponding symbol on the left 
side of the counter. The first number on a unit represents its com-
bat strength (CS) (1 to 4) and the second number its movement 
allowance (MA), either 4 or 6. The reverse side represents that unit 
at reduced strength.

Although most units contain a mixture of infantry and cavalry, 
those units with a MA of ‘6’ consist entirely of mounted troops 
– usually lightly armed and more mobile than typical European 
heavy cavalry. Such units are designated as cavalry and have special 
abilities.

Some units are marked with a yellow dot. This restricts how and 
when the unit can enter a scenario (see 7.3 for details).

 Regular unit  Cavalry unit 
 (full-strength side) (reduced side)

Leaders: These counters represent a leader and his personal retain-
ers. Each leader is rated for his strategic ability, battle skill and 
command rating. In combat, a leader’s battle rating also contributes 
to the total combat strength of the army. Leaders do not have a 
printed MA. Christian Leaders have a MA of four, while Muslim 
and Pagan leaders have a MA of six.

Religion
(Pagan)

Religion
(Sunni)

Restricted
Entry

Combat
Strength

Pale border indicates
reduced strength

Crest

Movement

Religion
(Orthodox)

Strategy
Rating

Battle
Rating

Command
Rating
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Strongholds. There are two kinds of strongholds. The square pieces 
bearing a crest are castles and belong to a specific nationality as 
indicated. Those without a crest are walled cities and are only dis-
tinguished as Muslim or  Christian.

 Castle  City  
 (Full Garrison side) 

Political Status Markers. Each Power has a political status marker 
bearing its name to place on the diplomatic track in order to record 
its diplomatic orientation.

2.4 THe CaRds

The game includes 110 cards, of two types: the basic strategy deck 
(cards 1-60) and the special scenario cards (only used in a specific 
scenario as indicated on the card).

Each card has several pieces of information:

•	 In	the	upper	left	hand	corner	is	a	number	(the	operations	
value) which is used to activate and move units. 

•	 On	some	cards	the	operations	value	is	accompanied	by	a	
smaller yellow modifier. This indicates the card may be used 
to diplomatically influence a neutral or enemy-controlled 
Power (9.1).

•	 The	title	and	text	of	an	event	is	located	in	the	center	of	the	
card. See 8.4.1 for more details. A blue title indicates that the 
card may be used as a battle event (8.4.2), while a red title 
indicates a response event (8.4.3). 

•	 At	the	bottom	of	the	card	may	be	a	siege	event	(a	special	
event used only during sieges). Siege events indicate whether 
they can be used by the attacker (A), defender (D) or both 
(B) players during a siege. Most siege events can be used by 
both the Christian and Muslim players, although a few do 
specify a player in their text. 

•	 At	the	bottom	center	of	each	card	is	an	ID	number.	The	ba-
sic deck is numbered 1-60. Scenario cards display the letter 
of the scenario and an ID number.

3. imPoRTanT definiTions

The following are important game terms and abbreviations you should 
be familiar with before reading the rules.

Action Round: Each turn consists of actions taken by each player 
in alternation, each of which is called an action round. Usually, but 
not always, an action round involves the play of a card. See 8.4 for 
the list of actions that may be performed during a round.

Army: An Army consists of any number of leaders and/or units in a 
space. The rules use “army” and “force” interchangeably. 

Control: A player controls a space if there is a friendly stronghold 
in it, or if neither side has a stronghold in it and he has at least 
one unit in it (units currently activated to move do not count). If 
neither side has a stronghold or unit in the space, it is controlled by 
the player (or Power, if neutral) controlling its province. Off-map 
boxes are controlled like provinces. Note that in some scenarios no 
owner for a province is given. Such provinces are owned by Powers 
not represented in the game. They are treated as unfriendly to both 
sides. Control of a province changes only by diplomatically influ-
encing the power controlling it (9.1)

(Example: at the start of Scenario E, the Province “Kingdom of 
Jerusalem” is controlled by the Christian player. Therefore, he 
controls all spaces within its boundaries that have a Christian 
stronghold (by definition) as well as empty spaces (such as He-
bron). Since the scenario setup specifies that the Ayyubids control 
Jerusalem, the Muslim player will control that space until it is taken 
by the Christians. If the Muslim player has a unit in Hebron, he 
controls the space for as long as it is there. Simply moving a unit 
through Hebron, however, does not make it friendly).

Combat
Strength

Number of stars =  
Manpower (17.6.6)

Color Shows The 
Side Owning City

Side Owning
Castle

Siege
Modifier

Religion
(Catholic)

Solid red banner 
indicates basic strat-

egy card

Striped banner indi-
cates scenario card

May be played as 
response event

May be played as 
battle event

Siege Event

Diplomacy Modifier

Operations Value

Regular Event

Card ID
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Dead Pile: Each player keeps all the units he has lost in the dead 
pile for future replacement. 

Force Pool: Each player has a force pool that is used to hold his 
available forces that are not on the map or in the dead pile. Neutral 
Powers share their own force pool. Units in the force pool are alive 
and well, but dispersed among their homes and currently unavail-
able for active duty until mustered at a central location.

Friendly: A space is friendly to a player if he controls that space. 
Moving units do not count an empty enemy space as being under 
their control (and thus friendly).

Home Province: All Powers that control at least one province or 
off-map box have a home province, which represents the seat of 
their government. The capital of a Power’s home province (if any) is 
that Power’s capital. 

Off-Map Box: These represent large off-board areas and include 
the Mediterranean, Constantinople, and Mosul boxes.

Operations Value: The number located in the upper-left-hand cor-
ner of every Strategy Card.

Power: A group of units, strongholds, and/or provinces that have a 
collective diplomatic orientation. Powers have one of five separate 
religions: Catholic, Orthodox, Sunni, Shiite, or Pagan.

Catholic Powers: These include the Crusaders, Templars, Hos-
pitallers, Kingdom of Jerusalem, County of Tripoli, Principality 
of Antioch, County of Edessa, and the Kingdom of Cyprus.

Orthodox Powers: These include Byzantium, the Principality 
of Cyprus, and Armenia.

Christian Powers: The Catholic and Orthodox Powers may be 
collectively referred to as the Christian Powers.

Sunni Powers: These include Damascus, Aleppo, the Ayyubids, 
the Seljuks, and the Mamluks.

Shiite Powers: These include the Fatimids and the Assassins.

Muslim Powers: The Sunni and Shiite Powers may be collec-
tively referred to as the Muslim Powers.

Pagan Powers: The Mongols are the only Pagan Power.

Note: The religion of a Power does not affect who may control 
them. The Christian Player may control Muslim or Pagan Powers, 
and vice versa.

Province: A group of spaces located within a province boundary 
line. There are 12 provinces in the game. Each province has a capi-
tal, indicated by a red name in larger type. (Exception: Acre and 
Jerusalem are *both* capitals of the Kingdom of Jerusalem).

Common abbReviaTions:

BR: Battle Rating

CRT: Combat Results Table

CS: Combat Strength

d6: A six-sided die

MA: Movement Allowance

MAN: Manpower

MP: Movement Points

OV: Operations Value

RF: Resistance Factor

RP: Replacement Point

RR: Replacement Rate

4. seTTing uP THe game

4.1 uniTs, leadeRs and sTRongHolds

Consult the scenario you wish to play and set up the pieces and 
strongholds according to the set-up instructions for the scenario. It 
is recommended that each player set up his forces facing his side of 
the map for ease of identification. Neutral units should be marked 
by placing a “Neutral” marker on the stack or nearby in their prov-
ince.

4.2 PoliTiCal sTaTus maRKeRs

Place the political status markers for each nationality in the ap-
propriate box on the Political Status Track according to the specific 
scenario being played.

4.3 evenT deCK

Every scenario has an associated set of special events that are in play 
only for that scenario. These cards are color-coded and labeled with 
the scenario letter (A-J). When setting up the game, shuffle the 
basic strategy deck (cards 1-60) along with the special events for 
the scenario you have selected. This forms the strategy deck used 
during play.

Optional Variant:

To aid getting the scenario events into play, you may use the follow-
ing optional rule:

Before play, shuffle the scenario’s special events separately and deal 
out one to each player as their first card of Turn 1. Then shuffle 
the remaining cards into the regular event deck and deal out the 
remaining cards for the first turn as usual.

4.4 Rules PReCedenCe

Where there is a conflict between the printed rulebook and a card, 
the card takes precedence. Where there is a conflict between a 
card and the special rules for each scenario (given in the Scenario 
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Book), the scenario rules take precedence. Thus, the rules hierarchy 
(from lowest to highest) is: is rulebook – cards – scenario book.

5. sequenCe of Play

Kingdom of Heaven is played in turns, each of which must be con-
ducted in the order outlined below.

5.1 RePlaCemenT PHase (sKiP THis PHase on TuRn 1)

Both players (beginning with the Christian player) move units 
from their dead piles to their force pools or flip units from reduced 
to full strength according to their scenario replacement rate (6.1). 

5.2 musTeRing PHase (sKiP THis PHase on TuRn 1)

Both players (beginning with the Christian player) place any or 
all units and leaders in their force pools on the map (following the 
restrictions set out in section 7), and may adjust intrinsic garrisons 
in any owned castles.

5.3 deal sTRaTegy CaRds (and Ransom)

Each player is dealt seven strategy cards (8.1). If any of your lead-
ers are held prisoner, you may let your opponent draw one of your 
cards in exchange for one captured leader (who is placed in your 
Force Pool for Mustering next turn).

5.4 deTeRmine iniTiaTive

Each player consults the map and finds the highest-ranked leader 
(10.3) they currently control (if you have two leaders of equal rank, 
the one with the lowest strategy rating is selected). The player con-
trolling the ranking leader with the lower strategy rating takes the 
first action round. In case of a tie, the Christian player goes first.

5.5 THe sTRaTegy PHase

The strategy phase consists of a series of action rounds alternating 
between the players. During each round, the active player either plays 
a card (or multiple cards in some cases), discards, passes without play-
ing a card, or performs a special Vassal Move without playing a card.

Each strategy card played allows you to move leaders and units, 
cause events to occur, resolve sieges or diplomatically influence 
powers. The complete list of possible actions is given in section 8.

5.5.1 ending THe sTRaTegy PHase

The players continue to alternate action rounds until neither 
player has any remaining cards. At this point, the strategy phase 
ends. If a player runs out of cards before his opponent, he may 
still conduct Vassal Moves (8.4) or pass.

5.6 demobilizaTion PHase

Each player (beginning with the Muslim player) must now demo-
bilize his forces according to the rules in section 16 and returns the 
forces to the appropriate force pool.

5.7 end of TuRn

After completing the Demobilization Phase, advance the Game 
Turn marker one space. If the total number of turns allotted to the 
scenario have not been completed, begin another game turn. 

5.8 viCToRy

During the game, both players keep track of victory points (VP) 
gained or lost. Usually, victory is determined after the allotted 
number of turns has passed, but some scenarios may end via an au-
tomatic victory. See section 20 and the individual scenario victory 
conditions for details.

6. RePlaCemenT PHase

Both sides receive replacements at the start of each turn (except on 
Turn 1).

6.1 TaKing RePlaCemenTs

Each player (beginning with the Christian player) consults the 
scenario that is being played for the replacement rate (RR) for 
each of his Powers. This is the number of replacement points (RP) 
that Power receives each turn. A RR of “1/2” means that one RP 
is received every even turn. A RR of “1/3” means that one RP is 
received every third turn (turns 3, 6, 9, etc.).

If you have the Diplomatic Advantage marker (9.3), you may spend 
it to increase the RP of any one of your controlled Powers by 1, for 
that turn only. Place the marker in the neutral force pool to show 
that nobody owns it. 

Each RP may be used to either:

•	 Rebuild	one	unit	in	the	dead	pile	belonging	to	the	corre-
sponding Power on its reduced side (the unit is then placed 
in the player’s force pool), or;

•	 Flip	one	unit	of	the	corresponding	Power	in	the	player’s	
force pool or on the map from reduced to full strength. This 
action may be combined with the preceding by spending 2 
RPs and placing the unit into the force pool at full strength.

•	 Two	RPs	may	be	spent	to	return	any	leader	with	a	command	
rating of three or less from the dead pile to the force pool. If 
a Power does not have two RPs to spend, it may spend one 
RP over two different turns. Flip the leader counter over to 
note that the first RP has been spent.

The following restrictions apply to choosing replacements:

•	 Crusaders	only	gain	replacements	via	event.

•	 Blockaded	units	and	units	in	an	enemy-controlled	space	may	
not receive replacements. Besieged units that are unblock-
aded may take replacements.
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•	 Leaders	with	a	command	rating	greater	than	three	may	never 
be replaced.

•	 If	a	Power	has	neither	dead	nor	reduced	units,	it	forfeits	re-
placements for that turn. 

•	 Replacements	never	accumulate.

Replacement Example: It is the Replacement Phase of Scenario 
D (The Third Crusade), turn 5. The Christian player has the fol-
lowing forces in his Dead Pile: one Crusader unit, one Hospitaller 
unit, one Jerusalem unit, Guy, Reynald. In the force pool (from 
demobilization) there is one reduced Jerusalem unit.

The Crusaders receive zero RPs. They cannot replace the dead unit 
or restore any units on the map to full strength.

Byzantium has no RPs and no units, so they do not replace either.

Antioch has one RP, but no dead units. The RP may be used to flip 
a reduced Antioch unit if one is on the map (and it meets the other 
conditions of 6.1) It may not be saved or given to another Power.

Tripoli, the Templars, and the Hospitallers have a RR of ½, mean-
ing they get a RP every other turn. Since this is an odd-numbered 
turn, none of those powers get replacements.

Jerusalem has one1 RP, with many ways to spend it. It could rebuild 
the dead Jerusalem unit, placing it in the Christian force pool on 
its reduced side. It could flip any reduced Jerusalem unit on the 
map or the one in the force pool to full strength. It could be used 
to bring back Reynald (Two RPs are necessary, but since Jerusalem 
has only one, it may spend one RP over two different turns). Guy, 
however, may not be brought back as his command rating is greater 
than three.

6.2 neuTRal PoweRs

Neutral RPs must first be spent to flip any on-map units to full 
strength, and then on rebuilding leaders and units (full-strength 
if possible) in the dead pile. Leaders are rebuilt first. Determine 
which leaders and/or units receive replacements randomly when 
there is a choice.

7. musTeRing PHase

(There is no Mustering Phase on Turn 1).

7.1 PlaCing leadeRs

During the Mustering Phase, each player (beginning with the 
Christian player) first takes all leaders from his force pool and 
places each on the map, one to a space, in any unbesieged space 
controlled by the corresponding Power. Leaders already on the map 
are not moved.

7.2 PlaCing uniTs

Each player (beginning with the Christian player) now takes all 
units in his force pool and places them on the map in spaces (or off-
map boxes) controlled by the respective Powers. See the glossary for 
a precise definition of friendly control. The maximum number of 
units that may muster in a space is as follows:

•	 No	more	than	four	units	in	any	off-map	box;

•	 No	more	than	three	units	in	a	Power’s	capital	(if	a	power	has	
more than one capital, it may muster three units in both);

•	 No	more	than	two	units	in	a	walled	city	or	provincial	capital	
that is not their Power’s capital. (but see 7.2.1 for captured 
cities);

•	 No	more	than	one	unit	in	a	space	with	a	castle;

•	 No	units	may	be	placed	by	either	side	in	a	space	with	a	be-
sieged stronghold.

These muster limits are not affected by units already occupying the 
space, but does include units added by Intrinsic Garrisons (7.3).

The above restrictions are not cumulative. For example, if a Power’s 
capital happens to have a castle in it, that Power may only muster 
three (not four) units in that space.

In addition to the above limits:

•	 Crusader,	Templar	and	Hospitaller	units	may	be	placed	
without limit in any unbesieged space controlled by a Catho-
lic Power.

•	 Byzantine	units	may	be	placed	without	limit	in	any	unbe-
sieged space controlled by Byzantium.

If a Power does not control enough spaces to muster all of its forces, 
the remaining units remain in the force pool.

7.2.1 musTeRing in sTRongHolds

A Power may muster in a castle it controls even if that castle is 
not in a province the Power controls. 

Walled cities are a special case in that they are not marked as be-
longing to a specific Power. If they are in a province controlled 
by a friendly Power, that Power may muster there normally. If 
they are in a province controlled by a neutral or enemy Power 
(i.e. they have been captured), no Power controls them (regard-
less of the presence of a garrison or who captured the city), and 
so no Power has mustering rights. Crusaders, Hospitallers, and 
Templars may muster there if there is a Catholic unit or leader 
already in the space via the exception in 7.2. Similarly, Byzantine 
units may muster there if there is a Byzantine unit or leader 
already there. Otherwise, you have to get units there the old-
fashioned way.
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See 16.1.2 for further restrictions on Jerusalem in scenarios in 
which it is Muslim-controlled.

7.3 inTRinsiC gaRRisons

When placing units, a player may remove from play one full-
strength unit of any nationality he controls and flip up to two 
castles belonging to that Power from their Low Garrison to Full 
Garrison sides, or remove a step from any unit and flip one castle. 
Conversely, he may flip two castles belonging to a single Power 
from their Full Garrison to their Low Garrison sides and add one 
full-strength unit of that nationality to his force pool from the 
counter mix (which is eligible to be placed on board immediately as 
per 7.2), or flip one castle from Full to Low Garrison and add one 
reduced unit. A Power may do this any number of times, but must 
follow all restrictions regarding how many units may muster in a 
space.

Selecting units: When there is more than one type of unit in a na-
tion’s counter mix, and one needs to be selected to fulfill an event 
or when drawing down the intrinsic garrisons of castles, any unit 
may be chosen, except for 3-6 and 4-6 cavalry units, and Christian 
2-6 cavalry units. These have a dot on the counter as a reminder. 

The number of unit counters included in the game is an intentional 
limit, and may not be exceeded. This takes precedence over the 
above paragraph.

(Play Note: This is a good way to beef up your field forces, if you 
are willing to risk weakening your strongholds. It is recommended 
that the players first adjust all intrinsic garrisons before placing any 
units on the map. This prevents confusion over the number of units 
already placed in a space.)

7.4 neuTRal PoweRs

Neutral Powers muster all their leaders and units in their capital, 
even if this would violate the limits of 7.2. If the capital is con-
trolled by a different Power, the Neutral Power does not muster 
(this can happen if a Power becomes neutral while its capital is oc-
cupied).

Mustering Example: The Mamluks own Egypt and the Transjordan 
and have castles in Kerak, Damietta and Alexandria. Baibars and 
two units are in Cairo. They have five units in the force pool. First, 
they decide they need some more forces, so they flip the castles in 
Damietta and Alexandria to their Low Garrison sides and add one 
full-strength 2-6 unit to their force pool. They could also strip the 
castle in Kerak but they aren’t that desperate. Now they muster 
their six units. Three can go in Cairo, since it is the capital of their 
home province. The presence of units already there has no effect. 
Two units are placed in Kerak, which is the capital of a province 
they control, but not their home province. The presence of a castle 
does not add to the base value. That leaves one unit, which must 
be placed in either Damietta or Alexandria. If Kerak had been cap-
tured, the Mamluks would only be able to muster five units (three 
in Cairo, one each in Alexandria and Damietta), forcing them to 
leave one unit in the force pool to hopefully be mustered next turn.

8. sTRaTegy CaRds

All action in the game occurs through the play of strategy cards. 
Each strategy card can be played to move armies, cause an event to 
occur, conduct diplomacy or resolve a siege.

Note: Cards with a title in blue text are battle events (8.4.2); those 
with a title in red are response events (8.4.3).

8.1 ReCeiving sTRaTegy CaRds

Each player draws seven strategy cards each turn from the strategy 
deck. The Christian player draws a card, then the Muslim player, 
and so on until each player has seven. If a player wishes to ransom 
one of his captured leaders (13.6), he may do so now.

8.2 Playing sTRaTegy CaRds

During your action round, if you have one or more strategy cards in 
your hand you must play or discard one unless you currently have 
fewer cards than your opponent. If that is the case, you may also 
make a vassal move or pass in lieu of playing a card. 

8.3 dual usage

Some strategy cards can be used to both move leaders/units and 
cause an event during the same round. You cannot use a strategy 
card for both purposes simultaneously unless the event specifically 
says so (e.g. Forced March, Winter Campaign).

8.4 aCTions

You may play a card to perform any of the following actions. Only 
one action may be taken per card played unless the card says oth-
erwise. You must play or discard a card unless you have fewer cards 
than your opponent, in which case you may simply pass without 
playing.

Possible actions include:

•	 Activate a leader by playing a card with an operations value 
greater than or equal to his strategy rating. This allows you to 
move the leader along with any subordinate leaders and units 
that fit within his command rating (10.1). 

•	 Cause the event on the card to occur. See 8.4.1 for details.

•	 Resolve a siege. For the attacker, there are four options when 
resolving a siege (event, fortunes of war, starvation, assault). 
For the defender there is only one option (event). All require 
play of a card, although assaults can be conducted as part of 
any siege resolution card play and do not require a separate 
card (17.4). Only one siege may be resolved during a player’s 
action.
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•	 Use Diplomacy. If a card has diplomatic modifiers in the 
upper right hand corner, it may be played to attempt to 
diplomatically influence any Power subject to Diplomacy, as 
specified by the scenario (9.1). 

•	 Make a Vassal move. Either player may make a Vassal move 
by playing a card. This allows the player to move a number 
of units (but not leaders) equal to the operations value of 
the card (or the OV +1 if all the units are cavalry). The units 
need not all start or end in the same space. If a player has 
fewer cards than his opponent, he may make a Vassal move 
with one unit without playing a card. Vassal moves may not 
be used for any purpose other than moving units.

•	 Discard. You may discard a card without using any of its 
values or events, or to conduct an assault without first using 
a siege event. 

•	 Pass. If you have fewer cards than your opponent, you may 
simply pass without playing or discarding a card. 

8.4.1 evenTs 

The card text describes what actions to take when a card is 
played as an event. The text of an event takes precedence over 
any rule, but otherwise the rules must be followed unless explic-
itly contradicted (e.g. if a card allows you to make an intercep-
tion, you must follow all rules governing interceptions unless 
the card says otherwise).

Certain events can be played during a move or battle by the op-
posing player. Playing such an event during the strategy phase 
does not count as your normal move – you must still play the 
next strategy card when it is your turn.

Must Be Played: A card that has this text must be played by the 
player that has it and may not be discarded (except via an event 
played by the opponent). The player holding the card may wait 
until his last action of the turn but must play it then as an event 
if not before.

Remove If Played: When an event is played that states “Re-
move If Played”, the card is removed from the strategy deck after 
it is played because the event may only occur once per game. 
Such a card is not removed if the strategy card is not played as 
an event.

Draw Replacement Card: Some regular and siege events have 
this sentence. When the card is played as a regular or siege 
event, respectively, and the event can be implemented, then you 
may draw another card from that deck. Cards so drawn may not 
be played that action round—i.e. not until the drawing player 
has finished all card plays and movement for his round.

Reinforcements: When a card provides reinforcements, those 
units are taken from the counter tray and not the dead pile, un-
less there is no other alternative.

Selecting units: When there is more than one type of unit in a 
nation’s counter mix, and one needs to be selected to fulfill an 
event or when drawing down the intrinsic garrisons of castles, 
any unit may be chosen, except for 3-6 and 4-6 cavalry units, 
and Christian 2-6 cavalry units. These have a dot on the counter 
as a reminder. If only such counters are available, the unit is 
forfeited.

8.4.2 baTTle evenTs 

Some events (those with titles in blue text) can be played to af-
fect the outcome of battles. Most require the presence of a par-
ticular unit or units to play the event. There is no limit on the 
number of battle events that can be played in a battle. Note that 
certain siege events have blue text. These (and only these) may 
be played during an assault to affect the result.

8.4.3 ResPonse evenTs 

Some events (those with titles in red text) can be played as re-
sponses to the opposing player’s action. These are played as soon 
as that action is announced or begun. Unless the card so speci-
fies, the player using the response event does not automatically 
get a replacement card. 

Note that siege event titles are in red for ease of recognition, but 
they are not necessarily response events. Only those that cancel 
attacker siege events (Greek Fire, Countermines and New Well 
Discovered) may be played as response cards. 

8.5 ResHuffling

If the strategy deck is emptied at any point during play, imme-
diately reshuffle the deck using the discard pile. The deck is also 
reshuffled when certain cards are played (see card text). In this case, 
the strategy deck and the discard pile are shuffled together to form 
a new strategy deck at the end of the turn.

8.6 oPTional Rule: Combining CaRds

If both players agree, players may play multiple cards and combine 
their operations values to produce a high enough value to perform 
a specific action. For example, you could combine three cards with 
an operations value of one in order to move a leader who has a 
strategy rating of three. However, you may not combine cards in 
order to conduct naval movement. 

9. diPlomaCy 

9.1 diPlomaTiC oRienTaTion

Each Power present in a given scenario begins the game with the 
one of the following orientations: pro-Christian, Neutral, or pro-
Muslim, as described in the rules for the specific scenario. Each 
scenario also lists the Powers subject to diplomatic influence, where 
they start on the Diplomacy Track, and the roll needed for each 
player to influence them in their favor. 
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The Diplomacy Track on the map is used to keep track of the ori-
entation of each Power. Note that the Diplomatic Orientation of a 
Power is independent of that Power’s religion.

If a Power is pro-Christian, the Christian player controls all prov-
inces, leaders, units, and strongholds belonging to that Power, and 
may enter any provinces it controls with any of his units freely. If a 
Power is pro-Muslim, the Muslim player likewise controls all of its 
provinces, leaders, units, and strongholds, and may enter any of its 
provinces with any of his units freely.

If a Power is Neutral, its leaders and units do not move, nor do they 
hinder the movement of other units. If a province or space with a 
stronghold controlled by the Neutral Power is entered by a player’s 
units, or if a stronghold or unit belonging to the neutral Power is 
attacked by a player, the Neutral Power automatically and instantly 
shifts its allegiance to the other Player (exception: free passage 
(9.4))

If a Power becomes Neutral as the result of diplomatic influence 
while units of one or both Players are in a Province it controls, it 
will only shift its orientation if its units/strongholds are attacked, or 
as the result of a successful attempt at diplomatic influence.

9.1.1 THe Kingdom of JeRusalem and THe miliTaRy 
oRdeRs

The Kingdom of Jerusalem, the Templars, and the Hospitallers 
all share the same diplomatic orientation (use the Kingdom of 
Jerusalem political status marker). Any change to the diplomatic 
orientation of one of these powers automatically affects the 
other two as well.

9.2 gifTs and blandisHmenTs

Powers may also shift their diplomatic orientation by a diplomacy 
action. The rules for each scenario will list the Powers whose alle-
giance may be influenced.

Each player may play a maximum of one card to influence any given 
Power each turn (not counting events). Only those cards with di-
plomacy modifiers in the upper left hand corner may be used. Once 
a Power is successfully influenced, further attempts to influence 
that Power (by either side) may not be made that turn (although 
events can still be played).

(Note: If the Diplomatic Insult card is played to cancel a successful 
roll, that still counts as one attempt by the player who made the 
roll, but does not count as a successful attempt to influence that 
turn).

Remember, if a Power is not listed under the diplomacy section of 
a scenario, it is not subject to diplomacy (although its diplomatic 
orientation may be affected by events).

9.3 diPlomaTiC advanTage

The Diplomatic Advantage marker (6.1, 9.4 and 9.5) is used to 
note which player (if any) is exerting the greatest influence on the 
various smaller powers in the region. It always begins the scenario 
unpossessed (place in the force pool of the owning player, or the 
neutral force pool if uncontrolled).

A player may gain possession of the Diplomatic Advantage marker 
in one of four ways:

•	 If	you	capture	a	stronghold	that	is	also	a	victory	space	and	
you make a subsequent die roll less than or equal to the VP 
value of the space, you gain possession of the marker. On 
a roll of six, your opponent gains possession if he does not 
already have it. If you successfully assault a castle that is not a 
VP space, you also roll to gain the marker. A roll of one suc-
ceeds (a six still gives it to your opponent). 

•	 If	you	defeat	an	enemy	force	that	has	at	least	one	leader	in	it	
and you make a subsequent die roll less than or equal to the 
number of enemy units eliminated, you gain possession of 
the marker. Regardless of the losses inflicted, if you roll a six, 
your opponent gains possession if he does not already have 
it.

•	 If	your	opponent	ends	a	siege	of	a	stronghold	that	is	also	
a victory space (for any reason, including demobilization) 
and you make a subsequent die roll less than or equal to the 
VP value of the space, you gain possession of the marker. If 
you roll a six, your opponent gains possession if he does not 
already have it.

•	 You	may	play	a	diplomacy	card	to	gain	the	marker	if	you	
do not possess it. This is just like influencing a Power (see 
below), and the modifier on the card applies. There is an 
additional +1 modifier if your opponent has the marker. 
You need to roll a three or less to gain the marker. This may 
only be attempted once per turn. There is no chance for the 
marker to pass to your opponent, unlike any of the above 
methods.

(Note: Rolling to determine possession of the Diplomatic Advan-
tage marker is mandatory, even if you already possess it. In such a 
case, only a roll of six will have a result).

9.4 fRee Passage

You may use the Diplomatic Advantage marker (return to the 
neutral force pool) to obtain free passage from any one neutral 
Power. This may be done during your action round, or during your 
opponent’s (e.g. if you wish to retreat through the neutral Power’s 
territory). If played during your round, you must leave the neutral 
power by the end of the round or its neutrality is violated. If played 
on your opponent’s round, you must exit neutral territory by the 
end of your next action round, or its neutrality is violated.
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9.5 THe diPlomaCy Roll: 

When a card is played to diplomatically influence a Power, make a 
die roll. This is modified by the diplomacy modifier on the card. 

The following modifiers apply to the roll:

•	 –2	if	you	control	the	Power’s	capital. 
(Note: A maximum modifier of -2 applies to the Kingdom 
of Jerusalem even if both of its capitals are occupied).

•	 Events	may	also	modify	the	roll.	

•	 If	you	have	the	Diplomatic	Advantage	marker,	you	may	
expend it to increase or decrease any Diplomacy roll by one. 
Place the marker in the neutral force pool.

9.6 ResulTs of THe Roll

The scenario rules will indicate a target number for each player to 
influence a given Power. A player must roll equal to or less than that 
number (after modifiers) to move that Power on the Diplomatic 
Track one space in his direction.

9.6.1 CHanges in diPlomaTiC oRienTaTion

If a Power becomes pro-Christian or pro-Muslim, that Player 
gains control of all its units, leaders, strongholds, and provinces. 
He may move and attack with those units freely in subsequent 
rounds. (Note: There is no restriction on Powers of the same 
religion attacking each other, as long as they are controlled by 
different players).

If a Power becomes Neutral, all of its leaders and units in an 
area not in one of its provinces nor containing a stronghold 
controlled by it are removed to the force pool, and all its other 
units are frozen.

If a Power becomes Neutral, and its forces occupy a walled city, 
then follow the appropriate instruction:

•	 If	the	Power	is	the	sole	occupant	of	the	city,	the	Neutral	
Power remains there. The city does not count for vic-
tory for either side while the Power is Neutral.

•	 If	the	Power	occupies	a	city	jointly	with	other	Powers,	
and the city is not in a Province controlled by the Neu-
tral Power, the Neutral Power’s forces are removed to 
the Force Pool.

•	 All	units	belonging	to	either	player	in	a	province	con-
trolled by the Neutral Power are moved to the nearest 
(in MPs) friendly stronghold (owner’s choice if more 
than one is equidistant) unless they are already in a 
friendly stronghold.

Diplomacy Example: Armenia is subject to Diplomacy and its 
Diplomacy marker is in the Neutral box on the Diplomacy track. 
Its diplomacy number is two for the Christian player and one for 
the Muslim player. During the turn, the Muslim player plays a card 
to influence Armenia, hoping to woo it to his side. The modifier 
on the card is -1. The Muslim player therefore needs a 2 or less. He 
rolls a 2 and Armenia becomes pro-Muslim. 

The Christian player had a nice juicy -2 card that he was planning 
to play, but the Muslim player forestalled him. He must hope to 
draw another diplomacy card next turn.

10. movemenT

10.1 wHo may move

A leader and any units he can command can be activated by playing 
a strategy card whose operations value is greater than or equal to 
that leader’s strategy rating. Alternately, a card can be used to make 
a Vassal move. This allows the player to move a number of units 
(but not leaders) equal to the operations value of the card (or the 
OV +1 if all the units are cavalry). If a player has fewer cards than 
his opponent, he may make a Vassal move with (only) one unit 
without playing a card.

10.1.1 mulTiPle aCTivaTions

Certain events (such as Able Subordinate) allow more than one 
leader to activate in a round. Each leader moves on his own, 
(independent of other leaders activated by the card) and must 
complete all movement and battles before another leader may 
move. The player playing the card may move a stack of up to 
three cavalry units instead of moving a leader. A unit may only 
move once per round.

10.2 movemenT PRoCeduRe

Each unit has a movement allowance (MA), which is the number 
of movement points (MPs) it may expend during one activation. 
Most spaces cost one MP to enter, but it costs two MPs to enter 
a space via a mountain pass. (The path from Herakleia to Mersin 
costs an additional MP, or three). Cavalry units and Muslim or 
Pagan leaders have six MPs. Other units and leaders have only four 
MPs. A leader can move with a number of units, including subordi-
nate leaders (10.3), less than or equal to his command rating. Each 
subordinate leader moving with a higher-ranked leader counts as 
one unit, but can bring along additional units equal to or less than 
his command rating for free. There is no limit to how far this chain 
of subordinates may go, but each counts against the command rat-
ing of his immediate superior. Note that Command Rating and 
Rank are sometimes two separate functions in this game, see 10.3.

10.2.1 Commanding oTHeR PoweRs and Religions

A leader can command only one unit from each Power not his 
own, but he can command any number of subordinates from 
those Powers, who in turn can command whatever their own 
capabilities allow. In addition, Leaders may never directly com-
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mand units of another religion, although they can command 
subordinate leaders of another religion, who in turn can com-
mand whatever their own capabilities allow.

Command Example: Richard The Lion-hearted (a Crusader 
leader -- 1/4/6) is in Acre with four Crusader units, one Tem-
plar unit, three Hospitaller units, and two Kingdom of Jerusa-
lem units. With a Command rating of six, Richard can move 
with the four Crusader units, the Templar unit, and a Hospital-
ler unit. He could take along one Kingdom of Jerusalem unit 
instead of one of the others, but cannot take both as he is not a 
Kingdom of Jerusalem leader.

If Guy (a Kingdom of Jerusalem Leader -- 2/1/5) is in the space, 
Richard could command the four Crusader units, one of the 
Templars / Hospitallers, and Guy (total six). Guy in turn with 
his Command Rating of five could command both the King-
dom of Jerusalem units and another Templar/Hospitaller. The 
total force would contain eight units. Either way, one Hospital-
ler will have to be left behind, as there are only two leaders and 
neither is Hospitaller.

As you move a leader, you can pick up and drop off units along 
the way (at no cost in MPs), so long as there are never more 
units moving with the leader or his subordinates at any time 
than is permitted by his/their command rating(s), and no unit 
or leader moves twice (thus units dropped off may not move 
further). You may move an army into any space that is adjacent 
(i.e. connected by a line) to the space that the army occupies, as-
suming it has sufficient MP. However, when you move an army 
into a space containing one or more enemy or neutral units, 
the army must temporarily stop and a battle is immediately 
resolved. If the moving army is victorious, it may then resume 
movement and possibly fight additional battles.

10.3 RanK (leadeR suboRdinaTion)

A leader can only command another leader (i.e. carry the other 
leader along as he moves) if he outranks that leader. Rank is deter-
mined as follows:

•	 A	Crusader	leader	outranks	all	Catholic	non-Crusader	lead-
ers

•	 A	leader	from	the	Kingdom	of	Jerusalem	outranks	all	other	
Catholic non-Crusader leaders.

•	 If	the	above	cases	do	not	apply,	then	a	leader	outranks	any	
leader with a lower command rating, otherwise neither 
leader outranks the other.

In a battle, the highest-ranked leader on each side is used to modify 
the die rolls. If an army has two leaders of equal rank, determine the 
leader for that battle (only) randomly. The highest-ranked leader 
on each side is also used to determine initiative. (5.4)

10.4 CommandeRs and suboRdinaTes

A leader in a stack with generals who outrank him may be activated 
and move off separately, but the forces he commands are limited 
by his command rating. His superiors are not affected by the ac-
tivation and may not move (unless the card event allows multiple 
activations).

10.5 sTaCKing 

There is no limit to the number of units and leaders that can be 
stacked in a space. A maximum of three leaders/units can be inside 
a castle at any one time, while an unlimited number may be outside. 

10.5.1 examining sTaCKs

Stacks may be examined at any time during play by any player. 
There are no “fog of war” or “hidden unit” mechanics in this 
game. 

10.6 sPeCial TeRRain and off-maP boxes

Mountain Passes: Movement across mountain passes costs two 
MP, with the exception of the pass between Herakleia and Mersin, 
which costs three MP (the extra MP cost is noted on the map). In-
terception, battle avoidance (but not shadowing), and retreats are 
prohibited across mountain passes.

Nile Spaces: The faint blue outline running from Minya in Egypt 
to the Mediterranean indicates the course of the Nile river and its 
branches. The only game effect of this representation is that spaces 
crossed by the Nile River are vulnerable to the Late Nile Floods card 
used in Scenario E (see scenario book). 

Harsh Terrain: Some spaces are marked with Harsh terrain (usu-
ally mountains or desert). Harsh terrain may trigger foraging (10.7) 
and negatively affects any foraging roll required. 

Arabian Desert Spaces: Movement via the connections running 
between Bosra, al-Azraq, Wadi al-Hasa, and Negev is allowed only 
upon the play of a card with an operations value of three.

Off-Map Boxes: Units in off-map boxes may move on-board us-
ing normal movement at no additional cost. Units on-board may 
never re-enter off-map boxes. When an army enters the map from 
the Constantinople box, it must immediately roll on the Attrition 
Table, representing the march across Asia Minor. Byzantine units 
are not counted in the Attrition Value for this purpose, nor may 
they be used to take losses. Units in the Mediterranean box may 
only enter the board using naval movement.

Units in off-map boxes do not affect nor are they affected by units 
in the same off-map box or on-board. Combat never occurs in 
off-map boxes. Interceptions, retreats, and avoiding battle are not 
allowed inside, out of, or into off-map boxes.
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10.7 foRaging

A force that moves through or ends its move in a space containing 
an enemy stronghold or Harsh terrain must roll for attrition (15.2) 
at the end of its move. Friendly strongholds negate Harsh terrain 
for this purpose. Harsh terrain spaces also do not trigger foraging 
attrition if the force begins and ends its move in a friendly strong-
hold or off-map box (though if its path passes through an enemy 
stronghold, it will still have to forage). Foraging attrition always 
takes place after all movement, battles, and Calls for Surrender 
(which may alter the modifiers or prevent the need to roll altogeth-
er). Starting a move in an enemy-controlled space does not by itself 
trigger attrition. Interception does not trigger foraging, although 
retreat and avoiding battle do.

10.8 naval movemenT

A leader, up to five units, and any number of subordinate leaders 
(regardless of the superior leader’s command rating) may move 
from a friendly port space on the Mediterranean to any other port 
space on the Mediterranean using naval movement. The five-unit 
limit includes any units commanded by subordinates. Either or 
both ports may be besieged at the moment of movement, but 
neither may be blockaded (unless you are doing the blockading). 
Naval movement is possible when a card with an OV of three is 
played, or by play of certain other events (but see “Fleet Availabil-
ity” below). A force must use all of its MPs to make a naval move 
(but may still besiege an enemy stronghold after landing). Units 
not accompanied by a leader may use naval movement only if land-
ing in a friendly port. Only one force activated by a card may make 
a naval move.

Fleet Availability: Unless a player uses an event or is moving from 
the Mediterranean box, he must roll 1-4 on one die to successfully 
move. A -1 modifier applies if a leader is moving alone. If the roll is 
failed, the moving stack may not move and the activation is lost. 

Enemy-Occupied Ports: Naval movement is allowed into any port 
space including a port containing an enemy stronghold. In such a 
case, your units are landing outside the stronghold. You may also 
use naval movement to move units out of or into an unblockaded 
friendly stronghold. Such movement may trigger a foraging roll just 
like normal movement.

Christian Naval Supremacy: Only the Christian player can use 
naval movement in the Mediterranean Sea other than by an event. 
Both players may use naval movement in the Red Sea but only by 
the play of the Corsairs event.

10.9 movemenT and diPlomaCy

You may freely enter friendly or enemy territory (see the Glossary 
for definitions of friendly and enemy). You may also enter Neutral 
territory, but such action will result in the Neutral Power entering 
the camp of your enemy (9.1).

11. inTeRCePTion

Interception is a special kind of movement that allows an army to 
advance one space during an opposing army’s move and interrupt 
its movement. Interception forces the moving army to fight a battle.

11.1 wHen Can an inTeRCePTion oCCuR?

You may attempt to intercept an enemy army if it moves (or de-
barks) into a space that is adjacent to one of your armies. Your army 
may attempt to intercept each time an enemy moves into an adja-
cent space. Assuming that all other conditions, are met, you may 
attempt to intercept with only a portion of an army. However, an 
army in a given space may make only one interception attempt for 
each space entered by an enemy army (i.e. you may not make two or 
more interception attempts from the same space in the hope that at 
least one will make it).

Interception Restrictions:

•	 The	intercepting	army	(or	the	portion	that	chooses	to	in-
tercept) must have a leader that can command it, or (if no 
leader is participating) must consist of no more than three 
cavalry units (infantry units without a leader may never in-
tercept).

•	 You	may	not	intercept	across	a	mountain	pass	or	into	an	off-
map box.

•	 You	may	not	intercept	into	a	space	with	an	enemy	unit	or	
stronghold unless a friendly unit is present. 

•	 Armies	inside	a	stronghold	with	enemy	units	in	the	same	
space may not intercept.

•	 Interceptions	may	only	be	attempted	against	enemy	move-
ment. You may not intercept an attempt to avoid battle (in-
cluding shadowing), or a retreat, nor may you intercept an 
interception.

11.2 Resolving an inTeRCePTion aTTemPT

To intercept, roll a die. If the modified die roll is less than or equal 
to the intercepting leader’s battle rating, the interception attempt is 
successful. Unaccompanied cavalry units are considered to have a 
battle rating of one for this purpose.

The following modifiers apply:

•	 -1	if	the	space	your	army	is	intercepting	into	contains	a	
friendly stronghold and no enemy units.

•	 +1	when	attempting	interception	of	a	cavalry	army	(18.2)

•	 -1	when	attempting	interception	with	a	cavalry	army.

All modifiers are cumulative. Regardless of modifiers, a roll of ‘1’ is 
an automatic success, and a roll of ‘6’ is an automatic failure.
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11.3 suCCessful inTeRCePTions

If your interception succeeds, you must move the intercepting force 
into the space. By moving into that space, you will force your op-
ponent to fight a battle. His army ends its movement temporarily 
and a battle is immediately resolved, with the intercepting player 
the attacker. In a battle caused by a successful interception, the 
intercepting player gets a +1 modifier on the subsequent battle roll 
to simulate the effects of surprise. Friendly units already in the in-
terception space attack along with the intercepting army, assuming 
they can be commanded (see 13.1).

11.4 Combining inTeRCePTions and avoidanCe

You may conduct more than one interception attempt into the 
same space if you have more than one army adjacent to the space 
your opponent is trying to enter (but see 11.1). You may also at-
tempt to avoid battle out of a space while another army attempts 
interception into that space.

You must predesignate all interception/avoidance attempts before 
any are resolved. (Example: if an enemy army attempts to enter a 
space with one of your forces present, you may attempt to avoid 
battle with that force and also intercept with an adjacent force. 
However, if you successfully roll to avoid battle, the other force 
must still attempt to intercept, and vice versa).

12. avoiding baTTles

If an enemy army enters a space containing one of your armies, you 
may attempt to move your army away to avoid battle. If your army 
does succeed in moving away, the enemy army may continue mov-
ing.

12.1 avoiding baTTle

If an enemy army enters a space containing one of your armies, you 
may attempt to avoid battle. To determine whether this is possible, 
roll the die. If the die roll is less than or equal to the battle rating of 
the ranking leader in the army, that army successfully avoids battle. 
Unaccompanied cavalry units are considered to have a battle rating 
of one for this purpose. Unaccompanied infantry units may not at-
tempt to avoid battle.

The following modifiers apply to the roll:

•	 -1	if	your	army	is	a	cavalry	army	(18.2).

•	 -1	if	your	opponent	is	entering	from	a	space	containing	one	
of your strongholds.

•	 +1	if	your	army	has	no	cavalry	and	your	opponent’s	army	is	a	
cavalry army.

•		 +1	if	your	force	is	besieging	an	enemy	stronghold

•		 +1	if	you	are	attempting	to	shadow	(12.4)	and	your	oppo-
nent has any cavalry.

All modifiers are cumulative. An unmodified roll of 1 results in 
automatic success, and an unmodified die roll of 6 results in auto-
matic failure.

A successful avoidance allows you to move all leaders and units 
(even if there are not enough leaders to command all the units) out 
of the battle space and into any one adjacent space (see below). Fail-
ure means there will be a battle (exception: you may still choose to 
retreat into a friendly stronghold if there is one in the space). This 
movement does not cost movement points.

If the die roll was greater than the leader’s battle rating, then the 
army remains in the space and a battle is resolved. 

Armies that avoid battle:

•	 May	not	cross	a	mountain	pass	or	enter	an	off-map	box

•	 May	not	enter	a	space	containing	an	enemy	stronghold	or	
unit unless a friendly unit is present

•	 May	not	enter	the	space	from	which	the	enemy	army	is	ad-
vancing.

•	 An	army	that	enters	the	battle	space	with	an	interception	is	
prohibited from attempting to avoid battle. 

•	 A	force	besieging	a	stronghold	may	only	attempt	to	avoid	
battle against a force entering the space via a land connec-
tion, and such an attempt earns a +1 modifier. 

12.2 Combining inTeRCePTions and avoidanCe

You may also attempt to avoid battle out of a space while another 
army attempts interception into that space. You must predesignate 
all interception/avoidance attempts before any are resolved.

12.3 ConTinuaTion

If you successfully avoid battle, your opponent may continue mov-
ing using any remaining MPs. The retreating force (and any addi-
tional forces and leaders it encounters during its retreat) need not 
roll again for avoiding battle in that activation; they automatically 
succeed, although they are not obligated to retreat. However, if a 
second enemy force attempts to enter your space that round, you 
must make a separate avoid battle roll.

12.3.1 HaRsH TeRRain and avoidanCe

If a force avoids battle and ends up moving through spaces con-
taining Harsh terrain, it must make a foraging roll (15.1) as if it 
were moving. Only make one roll per battle avoidance attempt, 
after all enemy movement and battle. 
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12.4 sHadowing

Shadowing is a special kind of battle avoidance open to cavalry 
armies only (18.2). The rules for avoiding battle (when and where 
it may happen) apply, and the die roll needed is the same. Note 
that you may either avoid battle or shadow – you may not do both. 
When rolling to shadow, an additional +1 modifier applies to the 
avoid battle roll if the enemy army has any cavalry. If the enemy 
army is also a cavalry army, shadowing is not allowed.

12.4.1 movemenT of sHadowing aRmies

An army that successfully rolls to avoid battle and chooses to 
shadow an opponent moves to any adjacent legal space (see be-
low). Thereafter, for each space the moving army moves during 
that activation, the shadowing army may itself move one space 
(ignoring the movement cost of the connection). This may be 
the area the moving army departed from! The shadowing army 
must stay within one space of the moving army as long as it is 
shadowing the moving army. The shadowing army must always 
remain one space away from the moving army unless it wishes to 
cease shadowing and fight a battle.

A shadowing army may choose to stop shadowing at any time 
and remain in the space it occupies while the enemy army keeps 
moving (this is an all or nothing decision – the shadowing army 
may not drop off units as it goes). Once an army stops shadow-
ing it is treated like any other force (e.g., it may attempt to inter-
cept the moving force if it enters an adjacent space, and it must 
fight a battle if in the same space as the enemy army).

Shadowing armies may not enter a space containing an enemy 
stronghold, but they may cross mountain passes or enter the 
space from which the moving army is advancing, in contraven-
tion of normal avoid battle rules. If a shadowing army cannot 
stay within one space of the moving army without entering a 
space with an enemy stronghold, it must cease shadowing.

A shadowing army may enter a space containing enemy units 
(e.g. if the moving army wished to drop off a rearguard). If the 
shadowing army does so, a battle is immediately fought with the 
shadowing force as the attacker. The enemy units may attempt 
to avoid battle but no interception of a shadowing force is pos-
sible. If the shadowing army wins the battle, it may continue 
shadowing.

Once the activated forces cease movement, shadowing ends, and 
any shadowing in future activations is contingent on making an-
other avoid battle roll under the restrictions for avoiding battle.

12.4.2 sHadowing aRmies and foRaging

A shadowing army is assumed to be skirmishing with the active 
army as it moves, harassing foraging parties and attempting to 
pick off stragglers. Such activity also wears down the shadow-
ing forces. To keep things simple, the effects of shadowing are 
the same regardless of how much time a force actually spends 
shadowing.

A force that is shadowed for all or part of its move must make 
a Foraging attrition roll regardless of whether it entered enemy 
strongholds/Harsh terrain or not (although the usual benefits 
of friendly strongholds apply). The number of units in the 
shadowing force is added to the Attrition Value of the moving 
force. If the shadowing force engaged the moving force in battle 
(rare, but possible if it ceases shadowing and later intercepts the 
moving army), use the strength of the shadowing army after any 
battle casualties. The shadowing army must also make a foraging 
roll, although it does not add the size of the force it is shadow-
ing to its Attrition Value.

Shadowing Example: Amalric I (1/2/6) is in Jerusalem with one 
Templar 3-4 unit and four Jerusalem 2-4 units. Two Seljuk 2-6 cav-
alry units are in As-Salt. Amalric wishes to lead his army to Damas-
cus. He is activated and moves to As-Salt (1). The 2-6 units choose 
to try and shadow Amalric. Their battle rating is considered to be 
‘1’ for this purpose. Combined with the –1 for having a cavalry 
army, they need a 1 or a 2. They manage to roll a ‘2’ and succeed. 
They must move one space, and the only legal option is Bosra since 
both Kerak and Jerusalem are enemy strongholds (2). 
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Amalric continues movement to Bosra (3). The Muslim force may 
continue shadowing by moving to As-Salt or Ras al-Ma’. Belvoir 
is not a legal move because of the enemy stronghold there. The 
Al-Azraq Oasis can only be entered under special circumstances 
(10.6). The Muslim player chooses As-Salt (4). Amalric uses his 
third MP, moving to Ras al-Ma’ (5). The Muslim force could stop 
shadowing, but chooses to follow Amalric by moving to Bosra (6). 
Finally, Amalric enters the Damascus space (7), and the shadowing 
army follows to Ras al-Ma’ (8).

Now Amalric will have to check attrition. To the five units he has 
in his force, he adds +6 for the three enemy strongholds entered, 
+3 for the three Harsh terrain spaces entered, and +2 for the size 
of the shadowing force, for a total Attrition Value of 16. This kicks 
him up to the 16-19 column. The Muslim player must check on the 
1-2 column (2 units +1 for the Harsh terrain in As-Salt (ignoring 
those with Seljuk strongholds), -2 for the two friendly strongholds 
(Bosra and Ras al-Ma’).

Had the Muslim player suspected that Amalric was heading for Da-
mascus, he could have kept his shadowing force ahead of the Chris-
tians, reaching Damascus before them, and adding to the garrison, 
while still having the same effect on the foraging roll. On the other 
hand, the Christian player might have chosen to cancel his offen-
sive after the Muslim player made his avoid battle roll, returning 
to Jerusalem (with the Muslim shadowing him as far as As-Salt). 
He would still have had to make a foraging roll, but his Attrition 
Value would be only 5 +2 (shadowing force) +1 (Harsh terrain) –3 
(3 MPs spent in Jerusalem), for a roll on the 5-6 column. Later, he 
could have tried again, hoping the Muslims wouldn’t successfully 
avoid battle a second time.

13. baTTles

13.1 wHen baTTles oCCuR

Battles are usually initiated when the moving player moves an army 
into a space containing an enemy army and that enemy army does 
not, cannot, or fails to avoid battle. Battles are also fought when 
one force intercepts another (11.3). If part of a besieging force 
leaves the siege, the besieged troops may make a free attack against 
any enemy force remaining behind in an effort to lift the siege 
(17.9). Finally, siege assaults (17.7) are resolved in a manner very 
similar to field battles.

13.2 Resolving baTTles

The combat strength of the defending player is equal to the sum of 
the combat strength of all his units in the space plus the sum of the 
battle ratings of all his leaders in the space (the leader ratings repre-
sent personal bodyguards, etc.).

The combat strength of the attacking player is equal to the sum of:

•	 the	combat	strength	of	all	his	activated	units	or,	in	the	case	
of an interception, all his units within the command span of 
the intercepting general and his subordinates in the space, 
PLUS

•	 the	sum	of	the	battle	ratings	of	all	his	leaders	in	the	space.

In very rare cases the attacker may have more units in the space than 
he can command, and in such cases the excess units do not add any 
combat value, although they can become casualties. (Exception: all 
units in a besieged stronghold participate in any assault combat).

Each side rolls on the Combat Results Table (CRT) on the appro-
priate column. The following modifiers apply to each roll:

•	 Each	player	examines	the	battle	rating	of	his	highest-ranked	
leader. The leader with the higher battle rating gets a positive 
modifier equal to the difference between the two. This is in 
addition to the contribution of his battle rating to the overall 
strength of his force. Units without leaders have a battle rat-
ing of zero. 
(Example: If an army led by Saladin (battle rating three) 
fights an army led by Guy (battle rating one), Saladin’s com-
bat roll is modified by +2).

•	 +1	for	an	army	that	made	a	successful	interception	that	trig-
gers a battle.

•	 +1	for	an	army	attacking	an	army	besieging	a	stronghold.

•	 -1	for	an	army	that	attempts	to	avoid	battle	but	fails.

•	 +2	if	defending	against	an	assault	(17.7).

Both players may also play one or more battle events. Most, but not 
all, must be played before battle rolls. These may provide additional 
die roll modifiers. The attacker declares if he wishes to play cards 
first, then the defender (for cards played after the die roll, attacker 
also declares first). You may only play a battle event if your total 
combat strength is at least 1/4 that of the enemy army. 

The resulting number on the CRT is the number of steps lost by 
the other player (13.5).

13.2.1 oTHeR CombaTs

Certain events require one side or the other to make a combat 
roll. This roll is always unmodified unless the card explicitly says 
otherwise.
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13.3 winning a baTTle

The player who takes the fewest step losses wins the battle, unless 
one side is eliminated, in which case the surviving side wins the 
battle. If both players lose the same number of steps or are both 
eliminated, the battle is drawn (see 13.5 for when both sides are 
eliminated). The loser (or the attacker, if the battle was drawn) 
must retreat (see Retreats 14.1).

13.4 PuRsuiT

If the winner of the battle inflicts at least double the number of step 
losses that he himself loses (or any step losses if he loses none him-
self ), he has won a major victory. The victorious player also makes a 
pursuit roll if the defeated force retreats through an enemy strong-
hold (14.1). A maximum of one pursuit roll is made per battle. 
After distributing the losses from the battle, the victor rolls on the 
Pursuit Table under the appropriate column. Normal battle modifi-
ers do not apply; instead use the following modifiers to the die roll:

•	 +1	if	the	victorious	army	has	as	many	or	more	cavalry	steps	
as it has infantry steps.

•	 +2	if	the	retreating	force	had	to	retreat	through	a	stronghold	
it did not control and victorious force won a major victory.

•	 -1	if	the	victorious	army	tried	to	avoid	battle	before	the	com-
bat. 

The loser takes the corresponding number of additional steps as 
casualties.

13.5 TaKing losses

Each step loss must be taken by either reducing a unit from full to 
reduced strength or eliminating a reduced strength unit. There are 
no restrictions on how a player distributes casualties, except that 
he must take the first loss from a Crusader unit, if one is present. If 
both sides would be eliminated by the results, each side retains one 
step (owning player’s choice) and the battle is considered a draw. 
This supersedes the determination of victory and defeat.

13.6 leadeR CasualTies

When a battle results in the complete elimination of a force, then 
the leaders of that force must check to see if they become casualties. 
Roll two dice for each leader on the Leader Loss Table. Add the 
battle rating of each leader (representing personal bodyguards), and 
subtract 2 if the battle was a major victory for the opponent. The 
possible results are:

•	 Death: The leader dies and is placed in the dead pile. If his 
command rating is 3 or less, he is available for later replace-
ment (6.1), otherwise he is out of the game permanently.

•	 Prisoner: Place the leader in the opponent’s force pool. He is 
a prisoner and will remain there until ransomed. A player may 
ransom one prisoner each turn immediately after strategy 
cards are dealt. The opponent draws one card randomly from 
the ransoming player’s hand after cards are drawn for each 
prisoner ransomed. Ransoms may not be refused. The leader 
is then placed in the ransoming player’s force pool (thus, he 
will not be mustered and available until the following turn). 

•	 Escape?: If there is a friendly stronghold within two spaces, 
and there is a path from the battle space to that space that 
does not pass through an enemy stronghold, then the leader 
is placed there (the owner chooses if more than one space 
qualifies). If there is no such space, roll another die. On a 1-3, 
the leader is taken prisoner (see above). On a 4-6, he is killed.

•	 Escape!: The leader manages to hide and escape. He is placed 
in the owning player’s force pool, and is available for muster-
ing next turn.

leadeR loss Table

dR (2d6) ResulT Modifiers:

+ Battle rating of Leader

-2 if opponent won a major victory 
in a field combat

-4 if successful assault of blockaded 
stronghold

-2 if successful assault of unblock-
aded stronghold

2-6 Death

7-9 Prisoner

10-11 Escape?

12+ Escape!

13.7 afTeRmaTH

If a moving army wins a battle, it may continue moving with any 
remaining MPs. Otherwise, its move is over.

Battle Example: Richard the Lionhearted (1/4/6) moves from Jaffa 
to Jerusalem with an army of six 3-4 Crusaders. Saladin (1/3/10) is 
in Jerusalem with eight 2-6 Ayyubids. Saladin chooses not to avoid 
battle.

Richard’s strength is 18 for his units, +4 for his battle rating for a 
total of 22. Saladin has 16 for his units, +3 for his battle rating for 
a total of 19. Neither side chooses to play cards at the moment. 
Both sides will roll on the 17-25 column on the CRT. Richard gets 
a +1 since his battle rating is higher than Saladin’s (4-3=1). The 
Christian player rolls a ‘3’, the Muslim player a ‘4’. The result is a 
4/4 tie. But wait! Saladin whips out his Feigned Flight card, which 
can be played after battle rolls, unlike most battle events. The result 
is changed to a 4/2 in Saladin’s favor: a Major Victory! Richard 
eliminates two full-strength units to satisfy his four step losses 
while Saladin reduces two of his 2-6 cavalry units. Since the result 
was a Major Victory, Saladin gets to roll for pursuit. His post-battle 
strength is 17. He rolls on the 16-24 column on the Pursuit Table, 
with a +1 since his army is at least half cavalry. The die roll is 4+1 = 
5. Richard takes 8 additional step losses, eliminating 8 steps, or the 
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rest of Richard’s units. Richard’s force is eliminated, and he must 
roll to see his fate. The modifier for the leader loss roll is +2 (+4 for 
Richard’s battle rating, -2 since the battle resulted in a major vic-
tory. The dice total ‘5’ and Richard ends up in a Muslim dungeon 
to await ransom.

14. ReTReaTs

14.1 ReTReaT PRoCeduRe

The player who loses a battle (or the attacker in a draw) must retreat 
his army up to two spaces. Each space the army retreats into must 
be an empty space or a space he controls if possible. If no such space 
is available, the retreating force will suffer additional losses (see 
restrictions and penalties on retreats, below). If the moving/inter-
cepting army must retreat, the first space it retreats into must be the 
space it entered the battle from (or the stronghold it attacked from 
if besieged). If such a retreat is impossible (see below), the army is 
eliminated. You may not leave behind any units or leaders as you 
retreat, and any friendly units encountered along the retreat path 
(if they don’t outnumber the retreating units) are swept up in the 
retreat and must accompany the retreating force. (Exception: You 
may always retreat part or all of your force into a stronghold you 
control in the battle space and retreat the rest elsewhere).

Restrictions on Retreats:

•	 An	army	may	not	retreat	(under	any	circumstances)	across	a	
mountain pass or into an off-map box.

•	 An	army	may	not	end	its	retreat	in	a	space	containing	an	en-
emy stronghold.

•	 Units	and	leaders	that	lose	a	battle	cannot	be	retreated	by	
sea. If the losing army landed in the battle space that round 
using naval movement, it is eliminated.

•	 The	defender	may	not	retreat	into	the	space	from	which	the	
moving army entered the battle space.

Penalties on Retreats:

•	 An	army	retreated	into	a	space	containing	enemy	units	will	
lose an additional step for each enemy unit in the space, and 
may not end its retreat in such a space.

•	 An	army	retreating	into	a	Harsh	terrain	space	must	roll	for	
foraging (15.1) as if it were moving. 

•	 If	forced	to	retreat	through	a	space	with	an	enemy	strong-
hold, the enemy gets to make a pursuit roll (13.4) even if he 
would not otherwise get to make one. If the battle resulted 
in a major victory for the opponent, then the pursuit roll is 
modified by +2.

•	 An	army	that	has	no	place	to	retreat	to	is	eliminated.

15. aTTRiTion

15.1 wHen aTTRiTion oCCuRs

A force is required to check for foraging during any action round in 
which one of the following occurs:

•	 Traveling	through	or	stopping	in	an	enemy	stronghold	al-
ways triggers attrition (enemy strongholds that surrender do 
not count for this purpose). 

•	 Traveling	through	or	stopping	in	a	Harsh	terrain	space	(even	
if it contains a friendly stronghold) triggers attrition unless 
the force starts and ends its move in a friendly stronghold or 
off-map box and does not need to roll for attrition for any 
other reasons. 

•	 If	an	army	is	being	shadowed,	it	must	make	a	foraging	roll	
whether or not it entered an enemy stronghold or Harsh ter-
rain. The size of the shadowing army is added to its Attrition 
Value. The shadowing army must also make a foraging roll, 
although it does not add the size of the force it is shadowing.

Note that movement, retreat, and avoiding battle all trigger forag-
ing. A force need only make one foraging roll per action round, re-
gardless of how many of the above apply. Crossing a mountain pass 
does not by itself trigger a foraging roll.

Roll for foraging attrition following the procedure in 15.2 at the 
end of each stack’s movement, after all combat and Calls for Sur-
render (17.5). If units are dropped off, roll attrition for those units 
only before the remainder continue movement. If units are picked 
up, they add to the unit total for the stack. Forces that avoid battle 
or retreat do trigger attrition rolls.

The following events also require a player to make an attrition roll. 
These occur in addition to any required foraging, and there is no 
limit as to how often they may occur per action round:

•	 Crossing	Asia	Minor:	When	an	army	enters	the	map	from	
the Constantinople box, it immediately suffers attrition. 
(The +5 Attrition Value modifier for crossing Asia Minor 
only applies to this roll and never affects foraging)

•	 Events:	When	triggered	by	a	regular	or	siege	event.

Unlike foraging, which occurs only at the end of an action round, 
both of the above trigger an immediate attrition roll. Follow the 
procedure in 15.2.

15.2 aTTRiTion PRoCeduRe

The base Attrition Value is equal to the number of units (not lead-
ers) in the affected stack. If you are being shadowed, add the num-
ber of units in the shadowing force. Shadowing forces do not add 
the number of units in the force they are shadowing.
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When foraging, the Attrition Value (not the die roll) is modified 
by the availability of supplies along the route. These modifiers are 
as follows:

+2  for each space entered or moved through which contains an 
enemy stronghold (do not count those that surrender, but do 
count those under siege). 

+2  for crossing a Mountain Pass.

+1  for each Harsh Terrain space moved through (unless there is 
a friendly stronghold in the space).

-1  for each friendly stronghold moved through.

-1  for each extra MP spent in a space with a friendly stronghold 
(counting those that surrender).

When crossing Asia Minor, only the following modifier applies:

+5  for crossing Asia Minor

(Note: You are allowed to expend MPs in a friendly stronghold, 
at any time during movement, in order to reduce your Attrition 
Value. This represents time spent gathering supplies and preparing 
for the trip. You must announce these MP expenditures when at 
the strongholds themselves, not at the end of the move. You may 
not expend MPs in an entry box such as Constantinople).

The owning player makes a roll for each required attrition check 
and consults the Attrition Table. The owning player cross-refer-
ences the Attrition Value of his force with the roll to determine 
the number of steps lost. For forces with an Attrition Value greater 
than 20, instead add +1 to the roll for each multiple of 5 greater 
than 20 (+1 at 25, +2 at 30, etc.). Forces with an Attrition Value 
less than 1 never suffer attrition, so no roll is necessary.

When taking attrition losses, a player may not eliminate a reduced 
unit unless he has no full-strength units left. Leaders are never 
eliminated due to attrition.

Foraging Example: Louis IX, with one subordinate (Edward) and 
five units are in Acre, with their eyes on Damascus. They have 4 
MP. They choose to spend their first MP in Acre doing nothing 
(gathering supplies and mounts for the trip). They then move to 
Tiberias (which has a friendly Castle) and Banias (with a Mamluk 
Castle). With his last MP he moves to Damascus, where there are 
two Mamluk units. The Muslim player could choose to have them 
attempt to shadow Louis, but that would leave Damascus without a 
garrison. So they remain inside the city. Louis fails in his call for the 
garrison to surrender. He now must check attrition since he entered 
a space with an enemy stronghold this move. 

The Christian strength for attrition is 5 (number of units) +4 (two 
enemy strongholds entered) –2 (two MP spent in friendly strong-
holds). The total Attrition Value is 7. As a result, he rolls on the 7-9 
column. His roll is a six, so he must lose two steps. He must reduce 
two units. He cannot eliminate a unit unless all are reduced.

16. demobilizaTion

Both sides were heavily dependent on feudal troops, which meant 
that they had to be dismissed at the end of each campaigning sea-
son to attend to their lands and laboriously collected together again 
if campaigning was to resume the next year. The Latin Kingdoms, 
with access to Crusaders and the Military Orders (which did not 
need to oversee their lands personally) and who had many “money 
fiefs” (in which the soldiers were paid in cash and not in land), were 
less affected by this problem.

16.1 How demobilizaTion oCCuRs

Demobilization is the last phase in any game turn. Both players 
(beginning with the Muslim Player) are required to return all their 
on-map forces to their respective force pools. The following excep-
tions apply:

•	 Demobilization	of	leaders	and	the	Military	Orders	(Tem-
plars and Hospitallers) is optional. 

•	 A	leader	that	does	not	demobilize	may	also	retain	units	equal	
to half (rounded up) of his command rating (assuming he 
can command them normally), if he is the ranking leader 
in the space. Exception: If the leader is currently besieging a 
stronghold, he must roll less than or equal to his battle rating 
to stay in the field over the winter (with the same restriction 
as above on the number of units he may retain). Otherwise, 
he and all his forces in the space demobilize.

•	 Crusaders	and	the	Mongols	(including	leaders)	never	demo-
bilize except by event. This takes precedence over the above 
bullets.

•	 Neutral	forces	and	leaders	never	demobilize.

•	 Units	moved	by	a	Winter	Campaign	card	do	not	have	to	
demobilize. 

•	 Besieged	units	inside	a	walled	city	only	demobilize	if	all	the	
besiegers do. Besieged Muslim units wait until the Christian 
player demobilizes before demobilizing themselves (this is an 
exception to the usual order).

•	 Up	to	two	friendly	units	may	always	remain	in	each	captured	
city if no leader is present. This is not in addition to the 
above exemptions, but is only allowed if all other units have 
already demobilized. 

Example: Two Jerusalem units and two Templars are in a captured 
Damascus. The Christian player may choose to keep the Templars 
there, in which case the Jerusalem units are demobilized, or he may 
exercise the option to demobilize one or both Templars, in which 
case one or both of the Jerusalem units (respectively) may remain.

(Play Note: Demobilization/mustering can be used judiciously to 
redeploy units to more vital areas.).
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Demobilization Example: The Christian player controls the King-
dom of Jerusalem. At the end of a turn he has two KoJ units in Acre 
and Manasses (3/1/3), two KoJ units, a Templar, and a Hospitaller 
in Jerusalem. Philip II (2/2/6) is besieging Damascus with three 
Crusaders. Philip and his Crusaders must stay outside Damascus 
because Crusaders never demobilize. The two KoJ units in Acre 
will demobilize since there is no leader there. In Jerusalem, Manass-
es can keep his entire army together if he wishes – his command 
rating of three allows him to keep units equal to half (two – round 
up) in the field. That covers the two KoJ units. The Templar and 
Hospitaller units don’t have to demobilize. However, he decides to 
demobilize Manasses, the Templar and Hospitaller and, by neces-
sity, the two KoJ units. His plan is to muster Manasses, one KoJ 
unit and the Hospitaller and Templar (which don’t count against 
the mustering limit for a space) in his castle in Ailah, creating a 
force to raid Egypt. 

17. walled CiTies and CasTles 
(sTRongHolds)

As befits a period when strong walls were paramount, the siege 
rules are the most detailed in the game. Since a siege might last any-
where from a day to a year and a half or more, the siege rules try to 
allow for a wide range of possible results. Keep this in mind when 
trying to interpret what is happening on the board.

17.1 geneRal CHaRaCTeRisTiCs

A friendly city or castle can only be entered by friendly troops, al-
though enemy forces are not prohibited from entering the space in 
which that city or castle is located. The only way to convert control 
of a stronghold is to achieve a successful Call for Surrender or con-
duct a successful siege against it. Strongholds, while not hindering 
the movement of enemy units, have the following characteristics:

•	 A	space	may	never	have	more	than	one	stronghold;	if	a	card	
permits the placement of a new stronghold (such as a castle), 
it may not be placed in a space in which a city or a castle al-
ready exists.

•	 You	may	not	intercept	or	avoid	battle	into	a	space	with	an	
enemy stronghold unless a friendly unit is already present. 
You may not shadow into a space with an enemy stronghold 
under any circumstances.

•	 You	may	retreat	through	a	space	with	an	enemy	stronghold,	
but there is a penalty (14.1). You may not end your retreat in 
a space containing an enemy stronghold. 

•	 Armies	that	pass	through	enemy	strongholds	during	their	
movement must make a foraging roll and have an increased 
Attrition Value (15.2).

17.1.1 owneRsHiP 

Ownership of castles is indicated on the counter by the name 
and crest of the controlling Power. Walled cities only indicate 
whether they belong to the Christian or Muslim player.

The initial owner of a walled city is usually the Power control-
ling the province the city is located in. If a city is controlled by a 
neutral Power, the city marker can be placed on either side, but 
it does not count for victory for either player. Flip the marker to 
Christian or Muslim when the Power changes diplomatic orien-
tation to indicate the controlling player.

17.1.2 THe Kingdom of JeRusalem and THe CiTy of 
JeRusalem

Although a single province, the Kingdom of Jerusalem is a bit of 
an oddity. For one, it has two capitals (Acre and Jerusalem). For 
another, in many scenarios Muslim Powers begin with units in 
Jerusalem. In those scenarios, Jerusalem is considered to be part 
of the Muslim Power that initially controls it unless and until an 
army captures Jerusalem by siege or a Call for Surrender. Chris-
tian units may not muster there even if the owning (Muslim) 
Power is pro-Christian at that moment. Once Jerusalem is 
taken in siege by either player, the above special rule ceases to be 
in effect. The owning player (either religion) may muster there 
as normal.

Jerusalem is treated as a walled city only in scenarios A-D. In 
scenarios E-J, Jerusalem is represented by a castle, with reduced 
VP.

(Historical Note: After Saladin’s capture of Jerusalem in 1187, 
its walls were pulled down and it became virtually an open city. 
The castle in scenarios E-J represents residual defensive capabil-
ity from the buildings and natural features of the area).

17.2 uniTs and leadeRs in sTRongHolds

When an enemy force enters a space containing one of your strong-
holds, you must decide whether some, none or all of your forces 
present in the space will go inside. This is the only time when the 
position of your forces within a space need be determined. You may 
wait until seeing the results of any avoid battle or interception rolls 
before making the decision. Those deemed to be inside the strong-
hold, as long as they don’t exceed its capacity (17.2.1), do not hin-
der enemy movement. Those remaining outside will be obliged to 
fight a battle normally unless they avoid battle to some other space.

Once a stronghold is under siege, units of the besieged player may 
not exit or enter the space except to do battle with the besieging 
force unless he is entering an unblockaded friendly port using naval 
movement. 

17.2.1 sTRongHold CaPaCiTy

The maximum number of leaders and units (combined) that 
may be inside a castle is three. Cities have unlimited capacity.

17.3 ReTReaTs inTo fRiendly sTRongHolds

Armies defeated in battle may retreat inside a non-besieged, 
friendly stronghold (even if the battle occurred in the same space). 
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A retreat into such a stronghold is an exception to the normal re-
treat rules requiring the losing side to enter an adjacent space. Some 
units/leaders may retreat into the stronghold (depending on its 
capacity) and others into an adjacent space. 

If the units under siege attack their besieger and lose, they must 
retreat back into the stronghold after the battle.

17.4 ResisTanCe faCToR

Every stronghold has a resistance factor (RF), which reflects the 
strength of its walls and the morale of its garrison. A stronghold’s 
RF is variable, and depends on the nature of the garrison and/or 
the effects of various events. Calculate the RF of a stronghold only 
when an enemy force wishes to make a Call for Surrender (17.5) or 
begin a siege. A stronghold’s base RF is 3. This is modified as fol-
lows:

•	 +	half	the	battle	rating	(rounded	up)	of	the	highest-ranked	
defending leader.

•	 +1	if	the	stronghold	is	a	port.

•	 +1	for	every	two	steps	inside	a	city	(maximum	+2)	(this	does	
not apply to castles).

•	 +1	if	the	stronghold	is	a	Templar,	Hospitaller,	or	Assassin	
castle (as shown on the counter).

•	 -1	if	the	stronghold	is	a	castle	on	its	Low	Garrison	side,	as	
indicated on the counter (Templar, Hospitaller, and Assassin 
castles have no modifier on their low garrison sides).

The maximum RF (at any time) is 8. The RF may never be reduced 
below 0. Note this number with an appropriate counter near the 
stronghold.

Once a siege commences, the above procedure is no longer used 
unless the siege is lifted (17.9) and restarted at a later time.

17.5 Calls foR suRRendeR

While a fully garrisoned castle that was well provisioned could 
resist a besieger for months or even years, the chronicles are full 
of examples of strongholds surrendering to an overwhelming op-
ponent after only a few days or weeks. After Hattin, Jerusalem fell 
to Saladin in only a fortnight, and other castles were captured even 
quicker. In 1265, Jaffa surrendered to Baibars after a siege of only a 
day. Castles were much more likely to surrender if they lacked ener-
getic leadership and were far from possible rescue.

When a force enters a space with an enemy stronghold and any 
enemy forces outside have been eliminated or forced to retreat, that 
force may choose to call for the stronghold to surrender. This is part 
of the force’s regular movement and does not count as a siege. Only 
forces using normal movement may Call for Surrender. Retreating, 
shadowing, avoiding, and intercepting units may not. This may 
only be attempted once per stronghold per turn by each player. To 

make a Call for Surrender, calculate the stronghold’s RF (if this is 
the first attempt, or use the previously calculated value for follow-
on attempts). The active player must roll higher than this number 
on 1d6 to capture the stronghold.

The roll is modified as follows:

•	 -	the	number	of	previously	failed	surrender	demands	(see	
17.5.1)

•	 +1	if	the	active	leader	has	a	battle	rating	of	three	or	four.

•	 -2	if	the	active	leader	has	fewer	than	six	units.

•	 -2	if	there	is,	elsewhere,	at	least	one	unbesieged	enemy	army	
with a combat strength which is at least half that of the ac-
tive force, and which has enough MPs to reach the space 
within one normal activation. This is a simple calculation of 
distance. Ignore any intervening troops from either side. It 
is not dependent on the defender having a card that could 
move the force. Command restrictions do apply (10.2).

17.5.1 Resolving THe Call foR suRRendeR

If the surrender attempt succeeds, the stronghold falls. Its garri-
son is removed to the dead pile, while any leaders inside become 
prisoners as if they were captured in battle (13.6). Replace the 
stronghold marker with one belonging to the moving side (in 
the case of a walled city) or any of the moving powers (in the 
case of a castle). Treat the captured stronghold as if it fell to an 
assault (17.7.3). The activated army must stop unless the target 
was a castle and the final modified roll exceeded the RF by one 
or more. 

If the surrender demand fails, the activated army may continue 
moving with any remaining MP. There is a cumulative -1 to all 
further surrender rolls (keep track of the number of failed at-
tempts on the VP track) made by that player (against any strong-
holds). This modifier lasts until a stronghold is captured by con-
ventional assault, in which case it is immediately reset to zero. 

There is no automatically successful modified roll which forces a 
successful surrender. In many cases, forcing a surrender is impos-
sible.

17.6 sieges

Apart from a Call for Surrender (17.5), a siege is the only way to 
capture an enemy stronghold. A siege may only be initiated by an 
active army (i.e. an army which was activated by a strategy card) 
that occupies a space containing an enemy stronghold. Proceed to 
17.6.1. This ends the active force’s movement for that round. 

There are several ways to weaken a stronghold’s defenses in order to 
capture it:
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•	 Surrender, which happens immediately upon establishing 
the siege and requires no cards;

•	 Blockade, which happens immediately and requires no 
cards;

•	 Starvation, which happens in rounds after the siege is estab-
lished, and which requires that you play a card for its opera-
tions points value, after which your activation ends unless 
you choose to assault;

•	 Fortunes of War, which happens in rounds after the siege 
is established, and which requires that you discard a card, 
immediately draw another, and immediately play whatever 
siege event appears on that card. After this, your activation 
ends unless you choose to assault;

•	 Play one or more Siege Events, which happens in rounds af-
ter the siege is established, and which requires that you and 
your opponent alternate playing cards for their siege events 
(the play of cards is optional for the defender) until you (the 
attacker) do not play a card, choosing either to end your 
activation or assault (assaulting also ends your activation). If 
you are the defender (i.e. the besieged force), you may play a 
single card for its siege event as your entire play for a round.

•	 Assault, which happens in rounds after the siege is estab-
lished, and either after the actions listed above or as an action 
on its own. Only in the latter case is a card play required. 
Simply discard any card and conduct the assault. The specific 
card has no bearing on what happens.

17.6.1 siege PRoCeduRe

Once a force elects to begin a siege, two things are done:

•	 The	resistance	factor	is	calculated	(this	may	have	already	
happened, if the active force made a Call for Surrender) 
(see 17.4) 

•	 The	besieger	attempts	to	establish	a	blockade	(if	the	
stronghold is not a port: 17.6.2) 

The siege may then be resolved in subsequent actions (begin-
ning with the following player’s turn). 

17.6.2 esTablisHing a bloCKade

If the stronghold is a port, no blockade is established at this 
time. If the stronghold is not a port, subtract the number of 
units (not steps) inside the stronghold from the number of be-
sieging units (not steps). A castle counts as one unit. You must 
roll that number or less on 1d6 to successfully implement a 
blockade. Mark the stronghold accordingly. 

After this step, the blockade status is only altered by the play 
of siege events (e.g. Blockade Broken), or if the siege is lifted 
(17.9).

Example: Saladin with ten units wishes to besiege Guy, who is 
in Jerusalem with five units. Saladin must roll a five or less (ten 
minus five) to establish the blockade. 

effeCTs of a bloCKade:

•	 Units	in	a	blockaded	stronghold	may	not	take	replace-
ments.

•	 Some	siege	events	may	only	be	played	if	the	stronghold	
is blockaded.

•	 If	a	stronghold	is	taken	by	assault	but	is	not	blockaded,	
any leaders inside have a better chance of escape.

•	 The	Starvation	action	may	be	taken	by	the	besieger.

17.6.3 siege ResoluTion

After a siege is initiated and the procedure in 17.6.1 is com-
pleted, in later action rounds (not the one in which the siege is 
established), the active player may choose to resolve any one ac-
tive siege in which he is either the besieger or the besieged. The 
besieger has four options: 

•	 Starvation

•	 Fortunes	of	War

•	 Siege	events

•	 Assault	(which	may	be	conducted	separately	by	playing	
a card or freely after any of the preceding actions). 

The besieged may only play a siege event. These actions are de-
scribed below.

17.6.4 sTaRvaTion

This represents waiting for the defender to run out of supplies. 
This option may only be chosen if the stronghold is blockaded. 
The besieger plays a card of any operations value. The besieged 
force must roll for attrition adding the operations value of the 
card to the roll. The attrition value is shifted one column to the 
right for every unit (not leader) greater than four in the strong-
hold. The besieging force then rolls for attrition with no modi-
fier. No other modifiers apply.

After rolling, the besieger may choose to assault or end his 
activation. Note that the intrinsic garrison of any castle is not 
subject to attrition losses.

17.6.5 foRTunes of waR

If the besieger has no good siege events and doesn’t want to wait 
for starvation, he may, as his entire play for that round, discard 
any card in his hand and then draw the top card of the strategy 
deck. Whichever siege event is on the card takes effect (whether 
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it benefits the attacker or defender). If the Truce card is drawn, 
the event goes into effect. If the Epidemic card is drawn, it strikes 
the besieger on a roll of 1-3 and the defender on a roll of 4-6 (af-
ter which roll to see if it spreads normally). No replacement card 
is drawn regardless of the event text. The player whose force is 
under siege does not get to respond with a siege event (except 
events that specifically cancel attacker siege events, such as Greek 
Fire).

After resolving the siege event the besieger may choose to assault 
or end his activation. If the card drawn does not have a siege 
event, nothing happens and play passes to the next player as 
normal.

17.6.6 siege evenTs

The besieger’s third option is to play a siege event from his hand. 
He may play only those events listed as usable by the Attacker 
(A) or Both players (B). 

Some siege events have a manpower (MAN) requirement. The 
besieger must have the requisite number of full-strength units 
to play the card. Count two reduced units as one full-strength 
unit. If multiple siege events are played in the same action 
round, the attacker must have enough combined manpower to 
play them all. Manpower requirements only apply that action 
round. Manpower never affects the ability of the army to as-
sault.

After the attacker plays and resolves a siege event, the defender 
may play any siege event from his hand useable by the Defender 
(D) or by Both players (B). This play must follow the same re-
strictions regarding manpower. Full-strength castles have a man-
power rating of two plus whatever additional garrison is present. 
Low Garrison castles have a manpower rating of one. Cities have 
only the manpower supplied by their garrison. (Note: Intrinsic 
garrisons have more manpower than regular units to allow for a 
more active defense). 

After the defender plays a card, or declines to do so, the attacker 
may choose to assault, end his action, or play another siege event 
(which then entitles the defender to another response, etc.) un-
til the attacker runs out of cards, chooses to assault, or decides to 
end his action.

The besieged player may also play one siege event as his action 
for the round. The besieger does not get to play a card in re-
sponse. 

(Note: The asymmetry between attacker and defender, whereby 
the attacker can play multiple events, and the defender is al-
lowed to respond, while the defender can play only one event, 
and the attacker cannot respond, is deliberate.)

Some siege events say that they can be played to cancel another 
siege event. If it i a Defender card, such as Greek Fire, it may 
only be played after the attacker plays the card that it cancels 
(unless the card says otherwise), and such a play counts as the 

defender’s response. If it is an attacker’s card, such as Lines of 
Circumvallation, it can be played immediately after the ap-
propriate card, and does not count as an attacker’s siege event. 
Therefore, the attacker can play another siege event immediately 
following if otherwise allowed 

Many siege events allow the player to draw a replacement card. 
Cards so drawn may not be played that action round — i.e. not 
until the drawing player has finished all card plays and move-
ment for his round.

17.6.7 siege evenTs and CasTles

Siege events only have an effect on the intrinsic garrisons of 
castles if the event explicitly says so.

17.7 assaulTs

During each action round in which the besieger chooses to resolve 
a siege, he has the opportunity to assault the defender (see above). 
Assaulting may only be chosen after conducting one of the options 
in 17.6.4-17.6.6 or by discarding a card in place of playing a card for 
that round. Assaults can occur only as a result of one of those two 
actions. An assault is resolved as a battle with the following differ-
ences:

•	 The	besieger’s	combat	strength	on	the	CRT	is	shifted	a	num-
ber of columns to the left equal to the RF of the stronghold. 
If the result is below the 1-2 column, the attacker automati-
cally inflicts no casualties, but the defender still rolls nor-
mally. 

•	 The	only	leadership	modifier	is	+1	for	the	side	whose	rank-
ing leader has the highest battle rating (no modifier if tied).

•	 The	defender	gets	a	+2	modifier	to	his	roll,	representing	the	
advantages of a defender in an assault, regardless of the resis-
tance factor.

•	 There	is	never	any	pursuit	or	retreat.	A	major	victory	can	
only be claimed by the attacker (see 17.7.3).

•	 Battle	events	may	not	be	played	other	than	siege	events	with	
blue text. 

Certain siege events affect any subsequent assaults that round.

17.7.1 assaulTs on CasTles

A full-strength castle has a combat strength of three plus what-
ever additional garrison is present. A castle on its Low Garrison 
side has a combat strength of two. A single step loss flips a full-
strength castle. A second step loss captures the castle.
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17.7.2 assaulTs on CiTies

Cities have no intrinsic garrison. This means that any result on 
the CRT will cause the city to fall. 

Always keep your cities garrisoned! 

17.7.3 assaulT ResoluTion

An assault succeeds if either all defenders are killed and the at-
tacker inflicts at least one step loss or the attacker gains a major 
victory. If the attacker succeeds, all remaining defending units 
are placed in the dead pile. All defending leaders roll for leader 
casualties (13.6). The stronghold is captured by the attacker. Flip 
the stronghold marker to the attacker’s side if it is a city. If it is 
a castle, replace it with a marker belonging to a Power you con-
trol. If the castle is in a province controlled by a friendly Power, 
use that Power’s marker. If not, use a marker belonging to any 
Power from the besieging force. The castle starts on its Low Gar-
rison side unless the besieger immediately eliminates one step of 
the appropriate Power from the besieging units, in which case it 
may be flipped to the Full Garrison side. This ends the attacker’s 
action for that round. 

(Note: the counter mix deliberately limits the number of As-
sassin, Templar and Hospitaller castles in play. Should you run 
out of other castles, you may make your own or temporarily 
substitute those belonging to another Power (preferably one out 
of play.))

17.7.4 failed assaulTs

If the assault fails, then the RF is increased by one. This ends the 
besieger’s action for that round.

17.8 Relief foRCes

If you send an army to attack an enemy army besieging one of your 
strongholds, you may not count the forces inside the stronghold 
during the battle nor may they absorb casualties. However, the re-
lieving army gets a +1 modifier in any battle. Units inside a strong-
hold may be activated and attack the besiegers normally. They do 
not gain the +1 modifier for attacking a besieging army. If they at-
tack and lose, they must retreat back into the stronghold. 

17.9 lifTing a siege

A siege is lifted the instant there are no longer any enemy leaders 
or units in the space containing the stronghold. If the enemy seeks 
to reestablish the siege later, the RF is recalculated from scratch.

You may also attempt to lift a siege if the besieging player activates 
part of the besieging force and leaves the space with the stronghold. 
When this happens, the besieged force may immediately make a 
free attack against the enemy force left behind before any avoid 
battle/interceptions are resolved. Resolve the combat normally, 
after which the activated force may continue its move. 

17.10 gaRRisons

A castle has an inherent garrison that can be converted into units 
during mustering (7.3). When this is done, the castle is flipped to 
its Low Garrison side. Sieges against castles with Low Garrisons are 
easier (as indicated by the RF modifier on the counter).

17.10.1 RePlenisHing gaRRisons

A castle may be flipped from its Low Garrison side via the fol-
lowing means:

•	 Events.

•	 During	mustering	by	reducing	units	in	the	force	pool	(7.3)

•	 If	friendly	units	occupy	the	castle	and	the	castle	is	placed	
under siege by an opposing force, the owning player 
may (at that moment only) reduce any unit inside by 
one step and flip the castle to its full-strength side.

•	 If	the	castle	is	captured,	the	new	owner	may	flip	a	unit	of	
the appropriate Power to restore the intrinsic garrison.

The above are the only ways to replenish the intrinsic garrison of 
a castle. You may not spend RPs to flip castles, although you can 
use those RPs to rebuild units that then are used to replenish the 
garrison during mustering (7.3).

17.11 ConquesT

If a Power has no strongholds on the board, it is immediately dis-
solved. All of its units are removed from play (even if besieged), and 
it is no longer subject to diplomacy. Exception: The Crusaders, Byz-
antines, Mongols, Templars, and Hospitallers are never dissolved. 

Siege Example: Hulegu Khan is in Marat an’Numan with six 4-6 cav-
alry and four 2-4 infantry units. Yusuf is in Damascus with four 2-6 
cavalry units. Hulegu is activated and descends on the city.

His first MP is spent to move to Hama, where there is an Ayyubid 
castle with a reduced garrison. Hulegu chooses to Call for Surrender 
(17.5.2). To do so, the RF for Hama must first be calculated (17.4). 
The base value is three, reduced by one for the low garrison. To com-
pel the castle to surrender, Hulegu needs to roll higher than the RF. 
This roll is modified by a +1 since Hulegu has a battle rating of four. 
Yusuf ’s combat strength in Damascus is only 10, less than half Hule-
gu’s 36, so there is no penalty for a nearby enemy army. Hulegu also 
has more than six units, so there is no penalty for having a small army. 
Needing a two or better, Hulegu rolls a five, achieving the surrender. 
The castle at Hama is replaced by a Mongol castle on its low garrison 
side. Hulegu could reduce one of his units to restore the garrison 
(17.7.3), but chooses not to. Since Hulegu rolled higher than the 
minimum number necessary for success, he can continue moving. He 
proceeds to Homs, which has another Ayyubid castle. Hulegu can 
also call for this castle to surrender. The RF is three, so a roll of three 
or higher is needed (with the +1 modifier). However, Hulegu rolls a 
one. The castle laughs at the surrender demand! The Christian player 
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notes the failed surrender on the game record track. Hulegu could 
stop here and start a formal siege, but he has bigger fish to fry. He 
opts to continue moving to Damascus, where Yusuf remains behind 
the safety of the city walls.

Once again, Hulegu can Call for Surrender. The city is a tougher nut, 
however. The base RF is three, with a +1 for every two steps inside. 
Yusuf has eight steps, but the maximum bonus is +2. Yusuf also con-
tributes half his battle rating (rounded up), for an additional +1. The 
total RF is thus 3+2+1=6. Hulegu needs to roll a seven or higher. 
With his +1 bonus, normally he could take the city by rolling a six. 
However, the failed Call for Surrender at Homs gives him an addi-
tional -1 modifier, which the Christian player will keep until he takes 
a stronghold by assault. This means that no surrender is possible. In-
stead Hulegu chooses to lay siege. His movement ends (his infantry 
was out of MP anyway), and he checks for blockade (17.6.2). He has 
ten units, and Yusuf has four. Ten minus four is six, so a blockade is 
automatically established. 

With this, the Mongol round ends. Hulegu’s chance for a quick vic-
tory disappeared with the failed attempt at surrender. He will have 
to wait until next round to try and hurt the Damascenes. The last 
action of the round is a foraging roll (15.2), since he entered a space 
with an enemy stronghold. The castle at Hama does not count, since 
it fell this round; in fact, Hulegu gets a -1 to his attrition value from 
it! Homs and Damascus, however, add 2 each to the attrition value. 
With 10 units, Hulegu rolls on the 13-15 column, but rolls a one and 
suffers no casualties.

It is now the Muslim round. He may resolve the siege by playing a 
defender siege event (17.6.6); in fact, this is his only option to resolve 
the siege, although he may take a regular action. He chooses to play 
Sortie by Besieged. This requires a manpower of one (17.6.6), but 
with four full-strength units, he has plenty to spare. He commits two 
steps and rolls a two and six. One step is lost, and the RF is increased 
to seven. The Christian player may not respond this round.

It’s now the Christian player’s round and Hulegu tries to resolve the 
siege. His first play is Chinese Artillery (a siege event on scenario card 
G1). The RF of Damascus is reduced to three! Now Yusuf, as the 
defender, gets a free response. He plays Besieger’s Supplies Run Low. 
The RF is increased to four, and Hulegu must check attrition with 
a +3 modifier to his Attrition Value. Hulegu rolls a six on the 13-15 
column and three Mongol infantry units are flipped. Now, Hulegu 
may assault, play another card from his hand, or end the round. Fac-
ing four column shifts from the RF, he chooses to play Construct 
Siege Tower. The RF is reduced to two, but wait! Yusuf plays Greek 
Fire to destroy the siege tower. Both players draw replacement cards, 
but these cannot be used this round. 

Once again Hulegu can continue playing attacker cards, and Yusuf 
can continue playing cards, until Hulegu decides to assault, runs out 
of manpower (not likely; the Siege Tower card cost 2, and Hulegu 
has seven full-strength units and three reduced units, for a total man-
power of 8, leaving him with 6 manpower left this round), or decides 
to end the round. Lacking good cards, and not willing to assault, 
Hulegu ends the round.

Yusuf chooses not to resolve the siege during his round, so Hulegu 
is faced with more options. Lacking attacker siege events, he chooses 
to play a three OV card from his hand to initiate a Starvation action. 
Both sides must check Attrition, but the defender adds a +3 die roll 
modifier (drm). Yusuf rolls a four on the 3-4 column and loses two 
steps. Hulegu rolls a three on the 10-12 column and reduces his last 
full-strength infantry unit.

The Muslim player once again acts elsewhere and the Christian 
player chooses to resolve the siege again. This time he decides to try 
Fortunes of War. He discards a card and draws one from the deck. 
The siege event on this card is Rats in Enemy Food Supply. Great! 
Had it been a defender card, that event would have taken effect. 
Damascus’ RF is reduced to 2 and the last Ayyubid full-strength unit 
is reduced. Since the event was played via fortunes of war, there is no 
free defender response, and the attacker can play no further cards. 
The only options are assault or end the round. Since Hulegu doesn’t 
want to give the defender time to regroup, he chooses to assault.
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His total combat strength is 32. Yusuf ’s combat strength is six. Hule-
gu’s CRT column is shifted two left for the remaining RF, to the 11-
16 column. He will receive a +1 drm for having the superior leader. 
Yusuf gets a +2 for defending the walls. Both sides roll a three. The 
result is 3-1 – a major victory for Hulegu! Although Yusuf ’s army 
wouldn’t be eliminated if this were a field battle, the major victory in 
the assault results in its elimination. Yusuf rolls to determine his fate 
(13.6), and ends up in a Mongol prison. Hulegu takes possession of 
Damascus. Whew!

18. naTional CHaRaCTeRisTiCs

The Muslim (and, later, Mongol) armies faced by the Crusaders 
had very different organizations and tactics to those of the Chris-
tians. Based on light cavalry and stressing mobility, the Muslim 
armies were not as hard-hitting as the Christian knights. The Mon-
gol armies, although rather similar to the Muslims, had the advan-
tage of experience and the terror of their name.

18.1 CavalRy

While most Christian (and some Muslim and Mongol) units have 
a movement allowance of four, most Muslim and Mongol units are 
cavalry and have a movement allowance of six. In addition, cavalry 
units may intercept without a leader. For this purpose they are con-
sidered to have a Battle Rating of one.

18.2 CavalRy aRmies

A cavalry army is any army that consists entirely of leaders and cav-
alry units. The following modifiers apply to a cavalry army:

•	 -1	to	all	interception	rolls

•	 -1	to	avoid	battle	die	rolls.

•	 +1	modifier	to	enemy’s	roll	when	being	intercepted.

A cavalry army may shadow (12.4) an enemy army, unless that army 
is also a cavalry army.

19. CRusades

19.1 sCHeduled CRusades

In scenarios B, D and H, a Crusade is scheduled for a specific game 
turn listed in the scenario rules. The turn listed is the historical turn 
the Crusaders arrived, and assumes that the scenario is roughly 
paralleling history. At the beginning of that turn, the Crusaders 
are placed in the appropriate off-map box(es) unless on-map events 
alter the schedule.

19.2 CanCelled CRusades

A special victory check is conducted at the beginning of the turn 
in which a Crusade is scheduled to arrive. If the Muslim VP total 
is greater than or equal to the value indicated in the scenario rules, 
then the Crusade arrives and the scenario continues. Otherwise the 

scenario immediately ends in a Christian major victory (The Cru-
sade is never launched). 

19.3 oTHeR CRusadeRs

Whether or not a Crusade is scheduled or a Crusade has arrived, 
the Christian player may always play events that give him Crusaders.

20. viCToRy 

20.1 viCToRy PoinTs (vP)

Several spaces on the map are labeled with a VP value. During the 
course of a scenario, each player gains the listed VP whenever he 
gains control of a VP space via war or diplomacy, and loses the VP 
if he loses control of the space, for whatever reason. Spaces belong-
ing to neutral powers do not give VP to either player.

20.1.1 JeRusalem and KeRaK

Jerusalem is worth 5 VP in scenarios A-D and 2 VP in scenarios 
E-J. Kerak is worth 0 VP in scenario A and 1 VP in scenarios 
B-J.

20.2 CalCulaTing viCToRy

At the end of a scenario, consult the victory conditions. Victory or 
defeat is determined by the VP controlled by each player. In several 
scenarios, only the VP level of one player is consulted to determine 
victory; the other player need not track his VP. If neither player 
meets their victory conditions the scenario ends in a draw.

(Optional rule: the player who comes closest to their victory con-
ditions is considered to have won a marginal victory).

In the odd event that both players meet their victory conditions, 
the Christian player wins.
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exTended examPle of Play

Rick and Sal are playing Scenario D. It is turn 4 (1190) and Sal’s 
Muslims have made good progress against Rick’s Christians. Guy 
and Raymond III have been killed in battle and Reynald has 
been captured by the Muslims. Sal has taken Jerusalem, Acre and 
Kerak, increasing his Victory Points (VP) to 25 and reducing the 
Christians to a mere 7 VP. He also has the Diplomatic Advantage 
marker. However, help is on the way as the Crusaders led by Bar-
barossa, Richard I, and Philip II are beginning to arrive on the 
scene (19.1).

Replacement Phase (6.1): Antioch gets 1 RP, but has suffered 
no losses. Jerusalem gets 1 RP, and Rick moves one unit from his 
dead pile to the force pool, placing it there on its reduced side. 
Tripoli has a RR of ½, and since this is an even-numbered turn, it 
gets an RP. The Christian player could spend this toward the re-
placement of Raymond III (which costs 2 RP – see 6.1), but Rick 
chooses instead to flip the reduced Tripoli unit in his force pool 
to its full-strength side. The Templars, also with a RR of ½, move 
a unit from the dead pile to the force pool on its reduced side. 
The Hospitallers, meanwhile, have no losses to replace.

Game Situation At The Start of Play
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The Ayyubids have three units in the dead pile and 4 RP. Sal 
decides to replace two 2-6 units at full-strength. He could turn 
in the Diplomatic Advantage marker for an additional 1 RP but 
declines.

Mustering Phase (7.1): Leaders muster first (7.2). Rick has no 
leaders to muster but Saladin was ill last turn so Sal takes him 
from the force pool and places him in the Mosul box. Now units 
in the force pool muster. The Christian player has four units in 
his force pool (from replacements as well as demobilization last 
turn): a reduced Templar 3-4, a 2-4 Tripoli unit, a 2-4 Jerusalem 
unit, and a 1-4 Jerusalem unit. The Tripoli unit must go in Trip-
oli, as that is their only stronghold. The Kingdom of Jerusalem 
has two castles left (Beirut and Tyre), and a maximum of one unit 
can muster in each. Rick places the full-strength unit in Beirut 
and the other in Tyre. The Templar unit is not bound by normal 
mustering limits (7.2), and can go in any friendly space, so Rick 
places it in Tyre also. 

Sal has a lot of units in his force pool from demobilization. How-
ever, he is also somewhat concerned about a possible landing in 
Egypt, and decides to flip the castles in Harran and Aila to their 
reduced sides and adds another full-strength 2-6 unit to his force 
pool (7.3). He places four 3-6 units in Mosul, which is the limit 
for the box. Of the remaining seven units, he places two in the 
walled city of Damascus, one in Edessa (he could place a second, 
but declines), one in Cairo, and one each in the castles at Hama, 
Homs, and Baalbek. Note that he cannot add to the existing gar-
risons in Acre or Jerusalem, as they were captured and are located 
in an enemy-controlled province.

Strategy Phase (8.1): Each side draws seven cards from the deck. 
Rick could choose to give one of his draws at random to Sal as 
ransom for Reynald, but Reynald just isn’t that important with 
the Crusader armies approaching. Here are the hands for the 
turn:

Christian: Greek Perfidy (#20), Militia Fills Out Garrisons (#22), 
Heretics Cause Unrest (#29), Religious Divisions (#32), Truce 
(#52), Campaign in Cyprus (#D3), and Death of Barbarossa 
(#D6).

Muslim: Aggravated Subordinate (#1), The Military Orders (#7), 
Old Man of the Mountains (#28), Turcopole Levies (#38), Madra-
sas Preach Jihad (#40), Plan of Attack (#48), and Crusaders Arrive 
(#54). 

Initiative (5.4): Both players check their ranking leaders: Bar-
barossa and Saladin, respectively. Since both have an initiative of 
one, the Christian player will go first this turn.

C1 (Christian Round 1): Rick plays Truce (#52) to activate Rich-
ard I (10.1) for a naval move with five units (10.8). Since this is 
a naval move, a card with an operations value (OV) of three (or 
an event) is necessary even though Richard I’s initiative is one. 
As Richard I is leaving the Mediterranean Box, no die roll for 
naval availability is needed. The leader and five units are placed 
in Limassol, Cyprus. Since the Principality of Cyprus is Neutral, 

the hostile invasion changes its diplomatic orientation to Pro-
Muslim, which is noted on the Diplomacy display (9.1) This gives 
the Muslim player 2 VP (for control of Limassol and Famagusta), 
increasing his VP to 27 (20.1). Christian VP do not change. Rick 
decides to Call for the castle to Surrender (17.5). The base resis-
tance factor (RF) for Limassol (as all strongholds) is three, which 
is increased by one since it is a port, so the RF is four (17.4). The 
Call for Surrender roll is modified by -2 since Richard I has only 
five units, but gets a +1 since Richard’s battle rating is four. The 
net modifier is -1. The die roll is a two, which is a failure. The 
Christian Failed Calls for Surrender marker is moved to the ‘1’ 
space on the game track (17.4.1). Rick decides to settle down for 
a siege (which is optional) (17.6.1). No blockade is possible as 
Limassol is a port (17.6.2). Finally, Richard I’s army must make 
a foraging roll (10.7). Richard I has five units so the base Attri-
tion Value (AV) is five. This is increased by two, to seven, for the 
enemy stronghold. Rick rolls a three on the 7-9 column on the 
Attrition Table and suffers no losses. 

M1: Concerned that Barbarossa might threaten his northern ter-
ritories, Sal plays The Military Orders (#7) to activate Saladin in 
Mosul with four 3-6 units. They move Deir ez-Zor – Ar Raqqah 
– Qalat Djabar – Maskanah – Aleppo, where he joins Al-Afdal 
and the one 2-6 Ayyubid unit already there. No enemy territory 
or harsh terrain was entered, so no foraging roll is required.

C2: Richard plays Campaign in Cyprus (#D3) as an event (8.4.1). 
Following the text on the card, the Cypriot castles in Limassol 
and Famagusta are replaced by Crusader castles. Christian VP 
increase to 9 while Muslim VP decrease to 25 again. Since Cyprus 
has no strongholds on the map, it is conquered (17.11) and its 
power marker is removed from the Diplomacy display. Since the 
Christian player has captured two victory spaces, he gets to roll 
twice to gain the Diplomatic Advantage (9.3). He needs to roll a 
one or less (the VP value of the spaces). He rolls a two and a four, 
so the Diplomatic Advantage marker stays with the Muslims. 

M2: Sal plays Crusaders Arrive (#54) as a Vassal Move (8.4), al-
lowing him to activate four cavalry units (the OV of the card 
(three) +1). He activates the cavalry units in Hama, Homs, 
Baalbek, and one of the units in Jerusalem. The Hama and Homs 
units move to Aleppo, and the Baalbek and Jerusalem units to 
Damascus. 

C3: Rick plays Death of Barbarossa (#D6) to activate Richard I 
and the forces with him for another naval move, attempting to 
land in Tyre. Since the army is no longer in the Mediterranean 
box, the naval move is not automatic (10.8). Rick must roll a d6, 
with a result of 1-4 allowing the move. He rolls a one, and the 
move is successful. Richard I and the five units with him join 
Conrad in Tyre.  

M3: With Richard landing in the south, Sal decides to try and 
create a bulwark in the north against Barbarossa, freeing Saladin 
to move south. He plays Plan of Attack (#48) to conduct diplo-
macy against Antioch (9.2). The card provides a -2 modifier, and 
Sal decides to expend his Diplomatic Advantage marker to supply 
another -1, for a total of -3 (9.5). Consulting the Scenario Book 
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for Scenario D, he sees that the Muslim player 
needs a one or less to influence Antioch. The roll is a 
four, barely succeeding. As a result of the roll, Antioch goes 
neutral (9.6.1). The Christian player loses 5 VP, which takes him 
down to four. Antioch’s units stay on the map, but will now fol-
low the rules for Neutral Powers (9.1). Note that even if Sal were 
not prevented by scenario special rule from attempting to make 
Antioch go pro-Muslim, he could not try to influence the same 
power twice in one turn. 

C4: Rick decides to play Greek Perfidy (#20) as operations to 
activate Richard I. He wishes to bring along as many of the troops 
in Tyre as possible, but is limited by his command rating (10.2). 
He can bring along five Crusader units, and Conrad of Montfer-
rat (Richard’s subordinate; 10.3), for a total of six units/leaders. 
Conrad in turn can bring along another Crusader and the Hos-
pitallers, equaling his command rating of two. The reduced Tem-
plar and Kingdom of Jerusalem unit remain behind. Note that 
Richard I and Conrad have their choice of men to bring along, 
as long as neither commands more than one unit from each non-
Crusader Power (10.2.1; not a problem at the moment). 

Unwilling to allow this array to march unhindered, Sal decides 
to play a card in response to the activation (8.4.3), playing Ag-
gravated Subordinate (#1) before Richard I can move. Conrad 
must remain behind, along with two units. Rick can choose the 
units to leave behind; even though he had intended Conrad to 
command the Hospitallers, he decides to attach them to Richard 

I and the latter 
moves out with 
five Crusaders 
and the knights 
militant (since 

Conrad isn’t com-
ing along, Richard 

can bring six units). 
Richard I expends three 
of his four movement 
points (MP) in Tyre 
in order to improve 
his foraging situation 
before using the fourth 
MP to move to Acre 

(15.2). The Ayyubid 
garrison wisely 

decides to remain 
inside the city walls 

(17.2). The RF of the 
stronghold is a base of 

three, +2 for the two-
unit garrison, and +1 
for being a port, for a 
total RF of six. To suc-
cessfully Call for Sur-
render, Richard would 
need to roll a seven or 

greater. Although he gets a +1 for 
his battle rating of four, he has a -1 

modifier for the one failed Call for 
Surrender earlier this turn. That will 

only be reset when he takes a stronghold 
by assault (the Campaign in Cyprus card 

does not count, as it is an event, not an as-
sault). Rick regrets the unnecessary roll earlier. Richard I 
settles down for a siege. No blockade roll is possible, as Acre is a 
port and can only be blockaded by play of a fleet event card. Since 
he entered a space with an enemy stronghold, Richard I must 
make a foraging roll. His Attrition Value is six (his # of units) 
+2 for one enemy stronghold entered, -3 MP spent in friendly 
strongholds, for a total of five. He rolls on the 5-6 column on the 
Attrition Table. The die roll is a five, resulting in one step loss. 
Rick decides to reduce the Hospitallers, since that won’t affect his 
force’s strength. 

M4: Even though he played a response card to affect Rick’s move, 
Sal still gets his normal card play. He worries that the Christian 
player has several good siege events that might mean the fall of 
Acre before Saladin can arrive. So he plays Madrasas Preach Jihad 
(#40) as an event to add two 2-6 Ayyubid units to the besieged 
city. He could instead have played it as a siege event (Besieger’s 
Supplies Run Low) but decided against it. 

C5: Rick plays the siege event on the Religious Divisions (#32) 
card (Construct Siege Tower) as a siege event to reduce the RF of 
Acre to four (17.6). This entitles him to draw a replacement card, 
which is, unfortunately, the fairly poor card Mercenaries (#4). Sal 

Campaign in Cyprus Card is Played
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can now respond with a defender siege event. However, the only 
one in his hand, Countermines, can only be used to cancel Sappers 
and Miners, so he chooses not to play a card. Rick could now play 
another siege event. His total manpower (MAN) is five (the re-
duced Hospitallers don’t contribute), and building the siege tow-
er used up two of those, leaving three to use this round (17.6.6). 
However, the only attacker siege events in his hand, Lines of Cir-
cumvallation, cannot be played, so he cannot prosecute the siege 
further this round. Note that even if he had drawn a card with a 
applicable attacker siege event it couldn’t be played the round it 
was drawn (8.4.1). 

M5: Sal has fewer cards than Rick (two to three), so he could 
pass, but with Acre in danger he chooses to play Old Man of the 
Mountains (#28) to activate Saladin, al-Afdal, four 3-6, and two 
2-6 units move Aleppo – Marat an’Numan – Hama – Homs – 
An Nabk –Damascus. A token 2-6 garrison is left in Aleppo; even 
if Rick activates Barbarossa, Sal figures he won’t be able to ef-
fectively attack Aleppo this turn. Saladin has an ample command 
rating to move all of those units and al-Afdal. Since he didn’t en-
ter any enemy strongholds or harsh terrain, Saladin does not need 
to check for foraging losses.

C6: With no usable siege events, Rick’s options at Acre are 
limited. He could play a card to try and starve out the garrison 

(17.6.4), but that is a 
relatively slow process 
and with Saladin 
nearby, he feels he 
needs to gamble. So 
he discards Militia 
Fills Out Garrisons 
(#22) as Fortunes of 
War (17.6.5). This 
entitles him to draw 
the top card from the 
draw pile. Whatever 
siege event (if any) is 
on it takes effect, no 
matter which side it 
favors! He draws card 
#43, Rats in Enemy 
Food Supply. A stroke 
of luck! Acre’s RF is 
reduced to two and 
three of the garrison 
units are flipped to 
their reduced side. 
Rick now must de-
cide whether or not 
to assault (17.7). If 
he does, and is not 
successful, the RF will 
increase (17.7.4), so 
he must think care-

fully. After mulling it over, Rick decides to chance fate again. 
Richard I commands six units with a total strength of 18, added 
his battle rating of four his total strength is 22. Sal’s weakened city 
garrison has a strength of five. Rick earns the 17-25 column but 
the remaining two RF shift his strength left two columns, to the 
7-10 column. He will get only a +1 for Richard I’s leadership. Sal 
will roll on the 3-6 column, with a +2 as he is defending against 
an assault. Rick rolls a three, modified to four, resulting in two 
step losses inflicted. Sal rolls a three as well, modified to five, for 
one loss to the Christians. Since Rick inflicted twice as many 
losses as he suffered, he wins a major victory, which results in the 
immediate fall of the city (17.7.3). Sal’s remaining garrison forces 
are cut down in the streets of Acre, and all units go to the Muslim 
dead pile. Rick still must lose one step, which must be a Crusader 
(13.5). Rick gains five VP, increasing his total to nine, Sal loses 
five, dropping him to 20. Since Acre fell to an assault, Rick resets 
the Christian Failed Calls for Surrender marker to zero (17.5.1). 
Finally, Rick rolls to see if he gains the diplomatic advantage 
(9.3). If he rolls five (Acre’s VP value) or less, he gains the advan-
tage, a six will give it to Sal instead. The roll is a four, and Rick 
takes the marker. 

M6: Sal plays Turcopole Levies (#38) to activate Saladin, al-Afdal, 
four 3-6, and four 2-6 units in Damascus. The army moves Nawa 
– Belvoir – Nablus – Jerusalem for four MPs. Saladin drops al-Af-
dal and one 2-6 unit in Jerusalem, and moves with his remaining 

The Christians Move on Acre

Tyre Stack Details
These 7 counters move to Acre

These 2 counters are left behind due to card play

These 2 counters were already being left behind

x5



forces to Jaffa for one more MP. Since Jaffa is adjacent to Richard 
I’s army and does not contain an enemy stronghold, Richard may 
choose to intercept (11.1). That would move him into Jaffa where 
he would fight him with an extra +1 modifier. Rick decides to try 
and intercept with Richard I. He must decide before rolling what 
forces he will bring with and which he will leave behind. Since 
Sal has no cards left, he decides to attempt interception with all 
units present. Rick needs to roll a four or less (Richard I’s battle 
rating) to succeed. There is a +1 modifier, however, since Saladin’s 
army consists entirely of cavalry (18.2). The die roll is a six, and 
the interception attempt fails. Saladin has one more MP remain-
ing, but Sal decides to end his move in Jaffa, blocking the road to 
Jerusalem.

C7: Feeling emboldened by his capture of Acre, Rick decides to 
try his fortunes against Saladin. Rick plays Mercenaries (#4) to 
activate Richard I. He leaves behind one reduced Crusader unit to 
garrison Acre and moves with the other four Crusader units and 
the Hospitallers. He moves first to Tyre (1), where he picks up 
Conrad, another Crusader unit, and the reduced Templar, both 

of which operate under Conrad’s command. Richard I then moves 
back to Acre (2). Since it is a Christian stronghold, Saladin can-
not intercept this movement. Richard I uses his third MP to move 
to Jaffa (3). Since Richard I has a stronger force than Saladin, Sal 
decides to shadow Richard rather than fight (12.4). Saladin needs 
to roll a three or less (Saladin’s battle rating) to successfully shadow, 
but he gets a -1 since his army is entirely cavalry (18.2). The die roll 
is a 3 and the shadowing roll succeeds. Saladin retreats (4) to an 
adjacent space (which cannot have a Christian stronghold) just as if 
he avoided battle (12.4.1). However, he can move again each time 
Richard I moves (12.3), as long as he remains within one space. In 
this case, Saladin moves to Jerusalem. Richard I now is in a quanda-
ry. If he moves on Jerusalem, Saladin has many options. He can stop 
shadowing and fight in Jerusalem, withdraw inside the city walls, or 
continue shadowing by moving to an adjacent space – even Jaffa! 
That would mean Richard I would be surrounded with no retreat 
routes. Furthermore, entering the Jerusalem space would worsen 
Richard I’s attrition. Rick decides that discretion is the better part 
of valor and returns to Acre from Jaffa (5). Saladin continues to 
shadow Richard I’s army, moving back to Jaffa (6). 

Even though Richard I did not enter an enemy strong-
hold or harsh terrain space, the shadowing means he 
must still make a foraging roll. To the seven units in 
his army, he must add the seven in Saladin’s army. He 
subtracts three from the result for the three MPs spent 
in friendly spaces, for a total attrition value of 11. He 
rolls on the attrition table on the 10-12 column and 
the result is a six, for two steps lost. He may not elimi-
nate any units since he has unreduced units to take the 
losses (15.2), so he reduces two Crusader units. Saladin 
must now also make a foraging roll. He has seven units, 
spent one MP in Jerusalem, so his attrition value is six. 
His attrition roll is a one for no losses.

C8: Sal has no cards left so he must pass. Rick has one 
card left and decides to try and bring Saladin to battle 
once again. Rick plays Heretics Cause Unrest (#29) to 
activate Richard I and the units in Acre, save one re-
duced Crusader. To reduce possible attrition, Richard I 
expends two MP in Acre before leaving the space. This 
leaves him enough to reach Jerusalem if he wishes. His 
third MP is spent to enter Jaffa. Once again Saladin 
opts to attempt to shadow Richard I, needing a four or 
less as before. This time the roll is a five, however, and 
the attempt fails. There will be a battle in Jaffa! Note 
that Saladin could have had al-Afdal attempt to inter-
cept into Jaffa with reinforcements, but he would have 
had to announce that before attempting the shadowing 
roll (11.4), meaning there would be a good chance al-
Afdal would have to face Richard alone!

Both sides count their forces (13.2). Richard has 19 
strength points worth of units. To this is added Rich-
ard I’s battle rating of four and Conrad’s battle rating of 
two, for a total of 25. He will roll on the 17-25 column, 
with a +1 die roll modifier as Richard I’s battle rating 
is one greater than Saladin’s. Saladin has 18 SP of units, 
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plus a battle rating of three, for a total strength of 21. He will also 
roll on the 17-25 column, but with a -1 for having failed an avoid 
battle attempt. Normally both sides could play battle cards now, 
but both Rick and Sal are out of cards. Now both sides roll a die. 
Both players roll a three. Rick’s final result is (3 + 1 = 4), resulting 
in four losses. Sal’s modified result is I (3 – 1 = 2). so he inflicts 
only two step losses on Richard. A Crusader must take the first 
loss, and Rick flips two full-strength Crusader units to satisfy his 
losses. For his part, Sal reduces two 2-6 units and eliminates the 
third for his four losses. Since Rick inflicted twice as many losses 
on Saladin as he himself suffered, he wins a major victory (13.3) 
and may roll on the Pursuit Table (13.4). His remaining strength 
is 23. He rolls on the 16-24 column with no modifiers. The result 
is a two, for three more losses. Sal reduces three 3-6 units. Now 
Sal must retreat (14.1). He may retreat up to two spaces, but 
decides to retreat one space to Jerusalem. The battle is now over. 
Rick now rolls to gain the diplomatic advantage marker. Since he 
already has it, he can gain no benefit but a six still causes it to shift 
to his opponent, as potential backlash for his victory. The roll is a 
four, however, and nothing changes.

Richard I still has one MP remaining and could march on Jeru-
salem, as he won the battle (13.7). Saladin has been reinforced 
by al-Afdal and the city garrison, however, and Richard I’s forces 
have been weakened. Rick decides to return to Acre and wait for 
Philip II and the French to arrive before proceeding further. 

The final phase of the turn is the Demobilization Phase (16.1). 
The Muslim player demobilizes first. All units in spaces without 
leaders must return to the Muslim force pool: the garrisons of 
Edessa, Aleppo and Damascus all are returned there. al-Adil in 
Cairo has a command rating of four and so can keep two (half of 
four) there. He decides to do so and the leader and units remain 
on the map. In Jerusalem, Saladin can keep six units in the field. 
He also chooses not to demobilize al-Afdal, but al-Afdal cannot 
keep any additional units in the field with him, as he is not the 
ranking leader (16.1). Saladin keeps the 3-6, the three reduced 
3-6 units, and the two 2-6 units. The two reduced 2-6 units go to 
the force pool. 

Now it is Rick’s turn to demobilize. Crusaders don’t demobilize. 
The Templar and Hospitaller units in Acre could demobilize 

(to mobilize them somewhere else, for 
example), but Rick decides to keep them 
there. The Jerusalem units in Tyre and 
Beirut, and the Tripoli unit in Tripoli, 
must demobilize and are returned to the 
Christian player’s force pool. Neutral 
units do not demobilize so the Antioch 
units stay there.

This ends the turn, and this example of 
play. The Christians have taken Acre and 
won a victory over Saladin at Jaffa, but 
the cowardly behavior of Antioch means 
they still have a lot of work to do, and 
only two years in which to do it, before 
they can declare victory. 
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